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1.1

Introduction
Motivation
Since its discovery, nuclear power has changed the landscape of humanity’s

energy production capabilities. Its non-chemical and energy dense nature allows for
environmentally friendly production of electricity and technological excellence
combined with careful regulation has made it one of the safest forms of energy
production. One of the most intriguing benefits of nuclear power is its ability to
generate more fuel than it consumes by breeding fissile uranium and plutonium
isotopes from fertile thorium and uranium isotopes through the use of breeder reactors.
While breeder reactors can provide one solution for a supply shortage of natural
uranium-235, there is a possibility they could compete economically with modern day
reactors if longer fuel cycles are achieved1. The breeder reactor type in which the
present work is focused on is the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), with some
discussion of the Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor (SFR). Both of these concepts are
currently considered as fourth generation nuclear reactor concepts by the GEN IV
International Forum2.
In all fission based reactors, the production of radioactive fission products
presents numerous safety and design issues due to their inherent radioactivity. When
fission occurs, the high-Z nucleus is split into two pieces. Because of the increased
neutron to proton ratio of higher Z elements, fission products are “neutron-rich”,
making them naturally unstable at birth. To reach stability, these fission products will
most likely undergo beta decay - a decay process which is essentially a conversion of a

2
neutron to a proton, with excess mass-energy being released through the emission of a
beta particle (energetic electron) and an anti-neutrino. This can be seen in Figure 1,
where the line of stability is shown in relation to the Z = N line; fission products are
born below the line of stability, and will subsequently decay towards higher Z and
lower N numbers.

Figure 1: Line of Stability3

As well as being radioactive, fission products behave differently than their
parent actinide element. While some fission products will not bond or move within the
fuel, others are gaseous or volatile and will relocate easily. Gaseous or volatile fission
products have densities much less than that of the fuel and will diffuse out over time.
In traditional light water reactor fuel, uranium dioxide pellets are clad within a
zirconium alloy fuel pin, and fission product gases are retained through the addition of
a fission gas plenum, a small chamber located at the top of the fuel pin. While the

3
concept of the fission gas plenum works well for non-breeder reactors, breeder
reactors accumulate larger amounts of fission products due to their long operation
cycles. It is possible to increase the size of the fission gas plenum or increase the
thickness of the cladding, but hazards involved with storing these gases in the fuel pin
are enough to consider alternate concepts4. One alternate concept for handling this
excess fission gas is vented fuel.
The strategy for venting fission products varies between reactor types, though
the primary goal of relieving fission gas pressure remains. In SFRs, the method often
considered for application of vented fuel is venting directly to the coolant while in
GFRs, fission gases are vented to a purge stream. In both cases, the fission products
must be collected and stored safely. In GFRs, a helium purification system (HPS) is
used for this purpose.
HPSs used in GFRs are similar in design to those considered for HighTemperature Gas Reactors (HTGRs)5. Fission products accumulate in the HPS and
can be removed periodically to prevent buildup of the on-site radioactive source term.
While the design conditions necessary for an HPS used in a HTGR are well known,
HPSs used in GFRs with vented fuel will accumulate a much larger amount of fission
product due to their higher fuel release fraction. Due to this higher radiological
presence, HPSs require special consideration in safety analysis. To help accomplish
this need, research done at Oregon State University (OSU) under funding by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Nuclear Engineering University Program constitutes a study
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of possible safety and feasibility issues associated with helium-cooled GFRs using
vented fuel6.
1.2

Research Objectives
To guide the research properly, a set of objectives are defined in this section

which aim to provide concrete and reasonably attainable milestones. The goal of the
present work is to increase the current understanding of fission product transport in
helium-cooled GFRs using vented fuel and provide a toolset for determining issues
which may arise during normal and abnormal operating conditions. To meet this goal,
several research objectives have been identified.
1. Determine significant fission product transport phenomena present in
helium-cooled GFRs.
2. Develop a model to compute time-dependent inventories of fission
products in the reactor and HPS system for normal and abnormal operating
conditions.
3. Using the developed model, determine design and operational conditions
necessary for the construction of safe and feasible helium-cooled GFRs
using vented fuel.
1.3

Content and Organization
For the benefit of the reader, an explanation of content found in this thesis is

provided and is recommended for use alongside the table of contents. First, a judicious
review of past vented and non-vented nuclear systems is required for proper
incorporation of design, testing, and operational experience to the fission product
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transport model. Most of this experience will be presented in the Literature Review
section of this thesis with more specific references presented in the Materials and
Methods and Theory sections. Discussion of physical phenomena and relevant
modeling techniques for fission product transport in helium-cooled reactor systems
and their subsequent system safety analysis is discussed in the Theory Section.
Computer programs and methodology used to construct the system model are
discussed in the Materials and Methods section, alongside tests done to insure proper
verification of the model and limited validation capable with respect to available data.
Output from the developed model used for determination of system safety and
feasibility, as well as results necessary for the design of a representative reactor
system using the vented-to-stream concept are presented in the Results section. The
application of these results to the design of similar vented fuel systems and a
preliminary discussion of system feasibility and safety are presented in the Results and
Discussion section. Finally, the Conclusion section discusses the contribution of the
present work towards the previously defined research goals and objectives as well as
the future work to be done using the model and any modifications to the model which
are recommended as the project continues.
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2
2.1

Literature Review
Past Applications of Vented Fuel

2.1.1 Peach Bottom Unit 1
Though design consideration of vented fuel in nuclear reactor systems has a
long and varied history, the actual application of vented fuel in operating reactors has
been quite limited. The only commercial gas reactor to have used vented fuel was the
Peach Bottom Unit 1 Reactor7. Operating from June 1, 1967 to October 31, 1974, the
reactor generated 40 MWe (115.3 MWt) of electrical power with an impressive 74%
capacity factor. Unlike contemporary Light Water Reactor (LWR) designs, Peach
Bottom used helium as a coolant and a carbon-based fuel with graphite cladding. To
counter the poor barrier provided by the graphite cladding to fission product release,
the core featured a purge stream which removed fission products from the inner
cladding wall and carried them to an HPS.

7

Figure 2: Peach Bottom Fuel Element7

The Peach Bottom core featured 804 pin type fuel elements (shown in Figure
2) with a 3.5 inch diameter, a 12 foot length, and a graphite cladded region of
approximately 10 foot. The fuel elements were arranged in a triangular array and
featured lower and upper connectors, lower and upper graphite reflectors, a 7.5 foot
active fuel region, an internal fission product trap, and a low permeability graphite
cladding (sleeve) which separated the fuel element internals from the primary coolant.
The uranium and thorium carbide (UC2 and ThC2) annular fuel contained in the active
fuel region was stacked on a graphite center spine which–depending on the fuel
element–may or may not have contained burnable poison.

8
During operation, helium for the fission product purge stream entered the fuel
element at the hot end (top) of the core through a hole in the top reflector and flowed
through the gap between the graphite sleeve and the annular fuel. It collected gaseous
and volatile fission products from the fuel and was filtered by pin-internal fission
product traps composed of silver-impregnated activated charcoal. After leaving the
internal fission product trap, the fuel element purge stream flowed into a manifold in
the core bottom and through a collective purge line to the HPS located outside the core
pressure vessel and core primary containment. The pressure of the purge stream at this
stage was 6 psi below the surrounding main coolant and the flow rate through each
fuel element was 1.1 lb/hr of helium.
2.1.2 Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR)
The Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor, an unconstructed General Atomics design
concept from the 1960’s and 70’s, was a 300 MWe (826 MWt) helium cooled fast
reactor8. Unlike Peach Bottom Unit 1, it was design to use vented fuel primarily for
relieving pressure on cladding produced by both the high pressure coolant and the
gaseous fission product buildup, limiting the release of activity from failed fuel pins.
For these reasons, the vented fuel system in the GCFR is often referred to as the
“Pressure Equalization System.”
The GCFR reactor core featured 265 hexagonal elements arranged in a
triangular pitch; 91 of the elements were fuel elements (shown in Figure 3), 147 were
blanket elements and 27 were control elements. Each fuel element contained 270
stainless steel clad fuel pins of 0.282 inch diameter containing uranium oxide and
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plutonium oxide (UO2 and PuO2) in pellet form and each blanket element contained
126 stainless steel clad fuel pins of 0.504 inch diameter containing ThO2 in pellet
form. Control elements were similar to fuel elements, but only contained 232 fuel
pins, with the center region containing a guide tube for control rod insertion. Fuel and
control elements were arranged in the core center, and the blanket elements were
arranged in the radial outer region. Additionally, all fuel pins contained top and
bottom axial blankets of depleted uranium.
In the GCFR, helium entered the vented fuel pin through suction holes in the
core lower region, then driven past the fuel pellets and up into a header at the top of
the fuel element by a pressure differential. From here, the helium traveled to the edge
of the fuel element, through an internal fission product trap, and exited the core from
this connection. Finally, the helium stream flowed to the HPS where fission product
gases were removed. Testing and analysis showed that even if minor leaks were
present through suction holes, cracks in fuel pin cladding, and vent tube connection
points, release of volatiles into the GCFR plant primary coolant would be minimal8.
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Figure 3: GCFR Fuel Element9

2.1.3 GenIV Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (Gen IV GFR)
The Gen IV GFR was another unconstructed reactor design concept to consider
vented fuel. It was a helium-cooled fast reactor developed under the United States
Department of Energy’s Generation IV reactor program, and was designed to be safe,
proliferation resistant, and economically attractive10. It had two unit sizes, 600 MWt
and 2400 MWt, and was built upon the pin core design of the GCFR. The Gen IV
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GFR modified the GCFR design by replacing the stainless steel cladding with silicon
carbide (SiC) ceramic cladding to better handle the Gen IV GFR’s higher outlet
coolant temperature (850°C vs. ~510°C). Additionally, the design considered using
uranium carbide fuel (UC) over UO2. The vented pin design using either monolithic
SiC or Hexoloy SiC cladding was considered as a backup design option out of
necessity to handle fission gas pressure which would overcome the weaker SiC
cladding during a primary coolant depressurization scenario. The competing option for
the Gen IV GFR fuel pin design was the use of a traditional fission product plenum.
Designers were weary that long lengths of strong SiC/SiC composite tubing could not
be readily produced in time for application in the Gen IV GFR. Due to the limited
development of the vented fuel design option for the Gen IV GFR, no fission product
removal or helium purification system was studied which could accommodate the
vented fuel design.
2.1.4 Energy Multiplier Module (EM2)
The EM2, a 500 MWt helium-cooled fast reactor currently in development by
General Atomics, seeks to apply the experience gained during the development and
operation of the reactors listed above11. The projected burnup for the EM2 is its largest
defining characteristic, with fuel burnup reaching a projected 135 GWd/t–a large value
compared to the 100 GWd/t achieved by a SFR or the 30 GWd/t achieved by a
LWR11,12. This higher burnup would allow the EM2’s SiC clad and UC fueled core to
extend refueling intervals to a period greater than thirty years. With such a long core
life, it is requisite that the fission product gases are vented, allowing for cladding
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internal pressure to be relieved and for the reactor to utilize the full breeding potential
of the fuel. Like the Peach Bottom HTGR, the fuel used in the EM2 is of annular
design; however, the vented fuel system design differs by placing its first fission
product trap outside the core.
2.1.5 Sodium Fast Reactors (SFR)
In addition to gas-cooled reactor designs, a few projects pursuing SFR designs
have also considered the use of vented fuel, however its initial purpose differed from
early gas-cooled reactors. When applied in the first SFR designs, the purpose of
vented fuel was more similar to that of the EM2, i.e. to extend the lifetime of the fuel
and enable more economic operation.
In the early-to-mid 1960’s, General Electric was one of the first companies to
discuss the use of vented fuel in sodium fast reactors4. Specifically, their work looked
at venting methods for the Fast Ceramic Reactor (FCR) development program. The
most notable contribution of their work was the development of the “diving- bell”
venting concept, shown in Figure 4, through which a pressure equalized plenum
prevented liquid sodium from entering the fuel pin, yet allowed gaseous fission
products to leak out13. Other vented-to-coolant concepts were considered, but the
diving bell design was the only concept to undergo significant economic analysis by
General Electric.
At the same time, work done by Euratom pursued a different route for venting
fission product gases to the primary coolant 14. In their concept, gases were vented
through a porous and sintered metal plug. Preliminary tests were done; however,
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issues arose with in-leakage of sodium into the fuel pin. Economic analysis showed a
2% cost savings through the use of vented fuel and safety analysis showed that the
largest benefit gained in using vented fuel was the prevention of sudden blasts of
fission product gases–an issue for SFRs due to their positive coolant void coefficient.

Figure 4: “Diving Bell” Vent Device13

Westinghouse, while pursuing a sodium-cooled reactor in the late 1960’s,
evaluated the economics and feasibility of using vented fuel in their designs as well.
Economic analysis showed no significant difference between a vented and non-vented
design, despite a 53 inches height difference due to the inclusion of a large fission gas
plenum in the fuel pin15. It was also suggested that due to the control of fission product
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gas release from the fuel assemblies, a higher level of safety could be possible. In the
case that a cladding leak occurred within a closed fuel pin–a situation more likely to
occur in a non-vented fuel pin–fission products and possibly even fuel material could
be released into the primary coolant. With a vented fuel pin design, the number of fuel
element failures, and thus the overall circulating reactivity could possibly be
reduced13.
Though not much more discussion will be given to vented fuel designs for
SFRs, it is important to understand that the economic pressures placed on both liquid
metal and gas cooled fast reactors forced each design toward higher burn-up and
higher specific powers15. In a 1969 report by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the use
of vented fuel elements was mentioned as being in need of further evaluation, but
could become standard practice for SFR designs13. Though the specific venting
methods (vented-to-coolant vs. vented-to-stream) are not comparable, the conclusions
reached about the application of vented fuel should be considered as significant in
future discussions.
2.2

Helium Purification Systems
Like all fission-based reactors, control of fission products in helium-cooled

reactors is of upmost importance. While the basic strategies employed to achieve this
goal vary between helium-cooled reactor types, the methods of fission product
removal from helium remain essentially the same. In the following subsections, a
general comparison between previous HPS designs will be presented, followed by a
more in-depth discussion of HPSs used in vented fuel designs.
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2.2.1 Comparative HPS Design
The five HPS systems discussed below are compared in a document published
by Idaho National Laboratories called the Coolant Chemistry Study5. These systems
were from the Peach Bottom Unit 1, Fort St. Vrain, HTTR, HTR-10, and MHTGR
power plants. Of these, the MHTGR was the only concept not to be constructed. The
study determined there to be five different components traditionally used to remove
impurities in an HTGR. These were a filter/absorber, an oxidizer, a molecular sieve, a
charcoal bed, and hydrogen gettering material. A table was provided in the report,
enabling the HPS system components to be directly compared. This table is
reproduced in Table 1.
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Table 1: HPS operating parameters5.
Reactor
Name

Component or
Subsystem

Temperature
of Operation

% of Bypass
Flow in HPS

Location in the
Plant

< 280°C

10%/h

Primary Circuit

280°C

10%/h

Primary Circuit

280°C

10%/h

Primary Circuit

< 280°C

10%/h

Primary Circuit

-195°C

~2.5%/h

Primary Circuit

< 280°C

—

Secondary Circuit

—

—

Secondary Circuit

250°C

—

—

250°C

5%/h

Primary Circuit

Captures H2O and CO2

~ room
temperature

5%/h

Primary Circuit

methane, oxygen,
nitrogen, noble gases

-160°C

5%/h

Primary Circuit

Noble gases, methane,
nitrogen, and hydrogen

—

80%/h

Freon-cooled
delay beds

Fission gases, hydrogen,
nitrogen, carbon
monoxide, methane

-80°C

80%/h

Liquid-nitrogencooled carbon
bed

Removes all gas
impurities especially
argon, nitrogen,
methane, krypton-85,
and doesn’t remove
hydrogen and neon

—

10.6%/h

Copper-oxide bed

H and CO are converted
to H2O and CO2

—

20%/h

Molecular Sieve
Trap

Captures H2O and CO2

—

20%/h

Particle Filter

HTTR

Pre-Charcoal
Trap
Copper-Oxide
Catalyst Beds
Molecular Sieve
Trap
Cold Charcoal
Trap
Particle Filter
Copper-Oxide
Catalyst Beds
Cartridge Filter

HTR - 10

Peach
Bottom
Unit 1

Copper-Oxide
Catalyst Beds
Molecular Sieve
Adsorber
LowTemperature
Adsorber
Water-Cooled
Active Charcoal
Traps
(independent)

Operation Performed
Mechanically Remove
Debris
Gaseous Fission
Products
H and CO are converted
to H2O and CO2
Captures H2O and CO2
Noble Gases, methane,
nitrogen, and hydrogen
Mechanically Remove
Debris
H and CO are converted
to H2O and CO2
Particles larger than 5
microns
H and CO are converted
to H2O and CO2

Primary Circuit —
Fission Product
Trapping System,
Taken from Core
Primary Circuit —
Fission Product
Trapping System,
Taken from Core
Primary Circuit —
Fission Product
Trapping System,
Taken from Core
Primary Circuit —
Chemical
purification system,
Taken from SG
Primary Circuit —
Chemical
purification system,
Taken from SG
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Reactor
Name

Fort St.
Vrain

Component or
Subsystem
HighTemperature
filter, potassium
impregnated
charcoal adsorber
Cooler/ Water
Separator
Dryer/ Molecular
Sieve

Operation Performed

Temperature
of Operation

% of Bypass
Flow in HPS

Location in the
Plant

Fission Products, Noble
Gases

400°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

H2 O

48°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

H2O and CO2

48°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

Cooled Nitrogen
Trap

Noble gases, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen,
methane, hydrogen

Entered at 295°C and
cooled to 310°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

Particle Filter

Mechanically remove
debris

40°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

Hydrogen
Sponge

—

315°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

78°C

12%/h

Primary Circuit

107°C

~0.07%/h

Primary Circuit

Filter
High-temperature
adsorber
MHTGR

CuO, oxidizer
Water Cooler
Low-temperature
adsorber

Mechanically remove
debris
Removes iodine,
bromine, and other
metallic fission products
H and CO are converted
to H2O and CO2
—
Fission Products, Noble
Gases

—

~0.07%/h

Primary Circuit

38°C

~0.07%/h

Primary Circuit

-196°C

~0.07%/h

Primary Circuit

2.2.2 Peach Bottom Unit 1
In the HPS (also called Fission Product Trapping System) for Peach Bottom
Unit 1, the purge stream flows through a series of contaminant trapping components.
These components included a condensables trap, water-cooled delay beds, refrigerated
delay beds, and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap. A process flow sheet for the external
fission product removal system is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Process flow sheet for the Peach Bottom external fission product removal system16.

Although the traps were expected to last the entire lifetime of the plant, they
were designed to be removed in the case that a malfunction occurred. In this situation,
the reactor would be shut down and the trap could be purged with clean helium and
vented to a low pressure tank. Chemical impurities that were present in the primary
coolant such as nitrogen, argon, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and water vapor, were
removed through a separate purification system.
2.2.3 Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR)
The HPS designed for the GCFR was very similar to that used in Peach
Bottom, with major differences attributed to the addition of completely separate
backup trains, rather than just backup components. Two helium purification trains
were used to maintain control over fission product release from the GCFR, each with
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their own backup, as is shown in Figure 6. Unit 1 processed helium from the reactor
coolant stream and Unit 2 processed helium from the pressure equalization system.
The arrangement of Unit 2 matched the design of Peach Bottom’s Fission Product
Trapping System very closely, which Unit 1 served a purpose similar to Peach
Bottom’s Chemical Cleanup System.

Figure 6: GCFR helium purification system8.

2.2.4 Energy Multiplier Module (EM2)
The HPS designed for the EM2 is a much simpler arrangement than those
designed for use in Peach Bottom Unit 1 and the GCFR. A diagram of the helium
purification system for the EM2 can be seen in Figure 7. Unlike those prior designed,
the EM2 did not feature in-element fission product traps, nor did it delay noble gas
fission products before final adsorption in the “LT Adsorber”. Additionally, the HPS
for the EM2 accomplishes all helium purification through the use of a single system.
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Differences from prior systems utilizing vented fuel are seen as a result of the system
being derived from the HPS design of the MHTGR17.

Figure 7: Layout of the EM2 helium purification system18.

2.3

Safety Analysis and Design Conditions for Reactor Subsystems

2.3.1 Peach Bottom Unit 1
For safety analysis of the Peach Bottom plant, consideration was taken into
account for the fission product trapping system. The Final Hazards Summary Report
(FHSR)19 noted the rupture of the doubly contained fission product purge line as the
most severe accident involving two independent failures in the reactor system.
Additionally, the most severe accident involving a single failure in the reactor system
was considered to be large a break in the primary loop which causes backflow of the
purge gas inside the fuel elements to sweep fission products out of the core and into
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containment. In both of these cases, the dose for two hours at the site boundary during
an atmospheric temperature inversion was expected to be 3 mrem and 1 mrem
respectively. No probabilistic risk analysis for radiological release was conducted.
The safety features present on the external fission product trapping system
included fuel backflow protection systems to prevent leakage of fission products
during a large break and previously mentioned emergency cooling systems. The
accidents considered in the Final Hazards Summary Report were:
1. loss of purge flow
2. loss of purified helium compression
3. primary system depressurization
4. loss of refrigeration (in the fission product trapping system)
5. loss of fission product trapping system integrity
6. increase in fission product concentration
7. increase in water concentration (in purge flow inlet)
8. increase in chemical impurity concentration (in purge flow inlet)
However, to bound all accidents, the report communicated that in the case that all
fission products in the trapping system were released to the secondary containment,
the dose at the site boundary during the first two hours following the accident during
atmospheric inversion conditions and with a design secondary containment leakage of
0.2% per day would be less than 25 rem to the thyroid and .1 rem whole-body gamma
radiation.
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Additionally, the Peach Bottom Preliminary Hazards Summary Report (PSHR)
provides information that can be directly related to the present work16. This
information specifically concerns a description of the external fission product trapping
system in detail, as well as an insight into the design considerations for this system.
The FHSR notes that the majority of fission products that escape the pyrolitic coated
fuel are captured in either the internal or external fission product trap. The PHSR takes
this description further by describing the individual components that compose the
external fission product trap. Expected radiation levels within each portion of the
system are included, with specific radioactivity values for I-131, Sr-90, and Kr+Xe.
The system portions listed are the fuel compacts, internal traps, condensables trap,
water-cooled delay beds, refrigerated delay beds, liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap, and the
primary coolant. Additionally, radiation heat loads in the purification system as well
as fission product concentrations in the fuel element purge stream are presented in
table form. Of all fission products considered in the design, the only one requiring
periodic removal is Kr-85 due to its half-life of 10.76 yrs. If it is not periodically
removed through the liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap, then it could potentially be released
and become a major radiological issue.
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3.1

Theory
Fission Product Transport Phenomena
As discussed within the introduction of this thesis, the first objective desired to

be met by the present work is the identification of fission product transport phenomena
present in helium-cooled GFRs. While much of the phenomena identified is common
in all helium-cooled reactors (and in general, fission-based nuclear reactors), some of
the identified phenomena vary dramatically between reactor types. In cases where
details do become important during this discussion, the GFR reactor type using vented
fuel will be used as the relevant reactor type.
3.1.1 Fission Product Generation and Decay in Fuel
Fission product generation in nuclear reactors is the result of the energetic
splitting of uranium and plutonium nuclei in nuclear fuel. The rate at which this occurs
can be directly correlated the reactor’s thermal power output through the fission
product yield fraction–the probability that a fission will yield a particular nuclide,
isobaric chain, or element. For a 500 MWth reactor using uranium-235 based fuel
reactor, assuming 95% of released energy is converted to heat 20 and 200 MeV of
energy is released per fission20, the fission rate is approximately 1.56 x 1019 fissions
per second. The fission product generation rate is the product of the fission rate and
the fission production yield curve. Figure 8 shows a typical “double-hump” fission
yield curve for fission products along isobaric chains. Since two fission products are
produced per fission, if the fission yields shown in Figure 8 were summed, the total
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yield would be 2. As is also seen in Figure 8, variation in the fission yield is dependent
upon the fissioning nuclide, as well as the incident neutron energy.

Figure 8: Comparison of chain fission yields21.

At the nuclide level, fission product yield can be split into two categories:
independent and cumulative fission yield. Independent yield is the yield per fission for
a particular nuclide while cumulative is the independent yield of a nuclide summed
with the independent yields of its decay precursors. As will be seen later, both values
are useful for modeling fission product behavior in fuel. Lastly, neutron absorption
can cause values of fission product yield to vary in reactors. While this is significant in
reactors with a thermal neutron energy spectrum, reactors with a fast neutron energy
spectrum, such as helium-cooled GFRs, are unaffected due to the lower neutron
absorption cross-sections present in fission products bombarded with at higher neutron
energies21.
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Since fission products are neutron heavy, their most probable action will be
beta minus decay until the line of stability is reached, as shown in Figure 1. Generally,
the more neutron heavy a nucleus is, the shorter its half-life and smaller its fission
yield. Due to this relation, it is rare to find a decay chain longer than 3 significantly
long-lived fission products.
Decay of any radioactive isotope will follow the “radioactive decay law”
shown below in Equation 13.

( )

( )

In Equation 1, ( ) is the time-dependent activity of the radionuclide,
constant, and

Equation 1
is the decay

( ) is the time-dependent quantity of the radionuclide. The SI unit for

decay is the becquerel (Bq), while a more commonly used unit for activity is the curie
(Ci). The becquerel is is equivalent to 1 decay per second and the curie is equivalent to
3.7 x 1010 Bq. Due to its usefulness at high activities and since it is typically used in
the United States, the Ci will be used for units of radioactivity in the present work.
It is possible to solve for the time-dependent quantity, ( ), by equating

( )

to its differential form, as shown in equation 2:

( )

( )

Equation 2

Then substituting by substituting equation 2 into equation 1, equation 3 is found:

( )

Assuming that

(

)

( )
, then equation 3 can be solved:

Equation 3
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( )

Equation 4

Equation 4 reveals that radioisotopes decay according to the shape of an exponential
curve. It is also possible to solve decay chain systems, though they become
increasingly complex with the addition of production and loss terms. The purpose of
the present work is to utilize numerical methods to solve very complicated decay chain
systems with many production, loss, and decay terms.
3.1.2 Volatile Fission Product Chemistry
Cold, clean nuclear fuel–the fuel present before the reactor is initially brought
to power–is purely sintered (shaped under heat and pressure) mixtures of uranium
and/or plutonium in oxide or carbide form. The oxide or carbide form serves the
purpose of increasing the melting temperature of the fuel and making it chemically
stable, allowing the nuclear reactor to operate at a higher power. When the reactor is
initially brought to power, fission products begin to be generated according to the
reactor’s level of power, as discussed previously, and will begin to form chemical
bonds, achieving the lowest energy state possible. This process is described using the
Gibb’s Free Energy of the chemical system, usually notated as the symbol
Equation 5, where

in the

is the Enthalpy, S is the Entropy, and T is the Temperature of the

system22.
Equation 5
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Equation 5 can be seen to follow the Second Law of Thermodynamics as well, for the
minimum Gibb’s Free Energy equilibrium point occurs when the Entropy of the
system is maximized22.
3.1.3 Fission Product Diffusion and Release in Fuel
During the fission reaction, fission products are expelled in opposite directions
from the point where they were born. Their kinetic energy is quickly transferred to the
surrounding fuel lattice in the form of heat in a process called ‘fission product recoil”.
After recoiling, the fission product nuclide is free to interact and move within the fuel
lattice. This movement is described using Fick’s Laws of Diffusion. Fick’s first law is
shown below in Equation 621:
Equation 6
In Equation 6,

is the “flux” in units of atoms per unit area per unit time.

can be

described physically as the movement rate of atoms through an area perpendicular to
their direction of movement.
per unit time and

is the “diffusion coefficient” in units of length squared

is the spacial gradient (slope) of the atom concentration.

Ignoring the source and sinks of atoms in the diffusing medium, a mass balance can be
taken over a differential volume and the differential surface of that volume to get
Equation 7, where

is the differential change in atom concentration over time and

is the spacial gradient (slope) of the atom flux.
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Equation 7

Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 7 yields Equation 8, which is known as Fick’s
Second Law of Diffusion:

(

Equation 8

)

Adding volumetric source terms and sinks for fission generation and decay, and
applying spherical coordinates, the diffusion of a fission product in a spherical fuel
particle is shown in Equation 9, where

is the decay constant of the nuclide,

along the radius of the spherical fuel particle, and

is

is the volumetric birth rate of the

nuclide:23

(

Equation 9

)

To make Equation 9 more useful for calculation of fission product release rates, the
derivation of the steady state Release to Birth Rate Fraction (

) is shown in

Equations 10 & 11, assuming a constant birth rate, time-independent properties, and
zero concentrations at

, where

is the outside radius of the spherical fuel

particle24.
Equation 10

( )

[

]
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Equation 11

( )

(

) [

(

Finally, the diffusion coefficient,
, where

)

(

) ]

, is often defined by two constants,

and

is a correlation factor with units of inverse time and Q is the activation

energy for the diffusing species and diffusion medium in units of energy per atom. The
diffusion coefficient is described by these constants in the relation shown in Equations
12, where

is the temperature of the diffusion medium and

is the ideal gas

constant25.
Equation 12
While the use of the diffusion coefficient is necessary for determining
diffusion rates for any medium, geometry, and temperature, it is not commonly used
when measuring and inventorying release rates of fission product gases in carbide fuel.
In nearly all resources found for this project, information on the release of fission
product gases were given in terms of release rate as a function of nuclide half-life,
found as a result of experimental studies. An example of this is given in Figure 9,
where the R/B for krypton and xenon are compared between the first Peach Bottom
Unit 1 core and Fort St. Vrain.
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Figure 9: R/B for Xenon and Krypton Fission Products Released from Peach Bottom and Fort St.
Vrain26

While information is commonly only available for xenon and krypton release rates,
iodine and tellurium release rates can be assumed to be released in similar fractions to
xenon, and bromine and selenium can be assumed to be released similarly to
krypton26.
For release of volatile fission product metals, however, release is studied
through the use of the diffusion coefficient. Modeling this diffusive release often
becomes more complicated due to the large effect of chemical bonds on the diffusivity
of the element and diffusion data for release of fission product metals from carbide
fuel is available but harder to find23. Modern sources characterizing fission product
release in HTGR fuel will assume that the fission metal is immediately released from
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the fuel kernel up until the kernel coating. Some data was found characterizing fission
metal release from uncoated carbide fuel, but in instances where data is hard to come
by for carbide fuel, samarium can be assumed to diffuse like barium, europium can be
assumed to diffuse like strontium, and rubidium can be assumed to diffuse like
cesium27,28.
3.1.4 Fission Product Leakage through Non-fuel Components
Information on fission product leakage from a system is particularly difficult to
determine as it depends upon the specific design and construction of the plant. For
helium-cooled GFRs using vented fuel, maintaining a negative pressure on the purge
stream relative to its core inlet can minimize or even eliminate leakage of gaseous
fission products into the primary coolant. Values of condensable fission product
leakage are even more difficult to predict as the fission products may chemisorb to the
inside of the fuel element during diffusion. Lastly, the rate of fission product release
from a fuel element is affected by the material choice of cladding and core
components. In more recent designs of helium-cooled GFRs, silicon carbide cladding
has been chosen in place of graphite or stainless steel cladding due to its durability
under high temperatures and neutron fluences but work remains to be done in
determining its performance as a cladding material10.
3.1.5 Fission Product Plate-out
After release from the fuel, fission products will travel throughout the reactor
plant according to its design. In helium-cooled GFRs utilizing vented fuel, the fission
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products will most likely travel in the direction of the fission product purge stream.
While most fission products will travel into the HPS to be filtered out and delayed,
some may leak out and enter the primary coolant stream. Additionally, there is a
probability, albeit, very small, that some of the fission products are not filtered out by
the purge stream. What is the journey like for these "missed" fission products?
For non-noble gas fission products released into the primary coolant, their end
destination is often "plateout" along the surfaces in the primary system. Fission
product plateout is the general term used for the many different deposition processes
which occur on the primary coolant, such as chemisorption, adsorption, and
condensation onto piping and component surfaces and attachment to dust and other
contaminants. Plateout is an important issue to study due to its impact on operation
and maintenance efforts in the plant, particularly in direct-cycle plants where the
turbine contacts the primary coolant directly29. Additionally, in the case of an accident,
radioactive fission products may "liftoff" and contribute to on and off site doses. The
modeling of fission product plateout and liftoff is therefore a quite complicated task
due to its dependence upon the local chemical composition of the fission products and
the primary coolant surfaces throughout the system. Extensive computer codes have
been developed for modeling plateout by German, American, and Japanese
researchers but the contribution to plateout related to the presence of dust in the
primary coolant remains poorly quantified25. Additionally, many theoretical
phenomena related to plateout and liftoff in helium-cooled reactors remains to be
properly understood, such as plateout effects in complex flows, particulate bounce-off
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(contacting but not adhering to a surface), surface geometry effects, and liftoff during
normal operation effects30.
Proper modeling of plateout within helium-cooled reactors relies on prior
modeling of fission product release into and removal from the primary coolant, as well
as determination of its chemical and thermodynamic state. If these values can be
quantitatively evaluated, or at-least assumed, then calculation of fission product
plateout in the primary coolant can commence.
3.2

Helium Purification System Design
The helium purification system plays a crucial role in insuring the safety of

GFRs and HTGRs. HPSs used in both reactor types serve the same general purpose—
to control the movement of contaminants within the plant. However, an important
distinction between vented and non-vented systems is the crucial role of the helium
purification system to maintain the primary fission product barrier. Whereas this is
accomplished through cladding and fuel particle coatings in non-vented designs, in
vented designs, the helium purification system becomes the primary fission product
barrier. Modern HTGRs use particle fuel called TRISO, specifically designed to hold
fission products in and prevent their release during the fuel’s lifetime. Reactors with
vented fuel do not employ these barriers and thus require more robust purification
systems to handle the increased radionuclide load. If precautions are taken to ensure
that the design and operation of the plant can handle the increased load through sizing,
then the components necessary for helium purification are equivalent between vented
and non-vented systems.
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3.2.1 Choice of Helium Purification System Components
The first objective of HPSs used in conjunction with vented fuel is purification
of the fission product purge stream. Carrying fission products released directly from
the fuel, the purge stream is highly radioactive and of particularly great safety concern.
After leaving the fuel region under low pressure conditions (relative to primary
coolant pressure) the purge stream has accomplished its primary purpose of removing
pressure from the cladding and the fission products present in the purge stream must
be removed as soon as possible to reduce any risk of environmental release. With the
high level of radioactivity present in the purge stream, it is desirable that traps collect
as many fission products as possible, and as close to their source as possible, to reduce
the chance for them to be released from the system into the environment. The most
commonly used material for fission product sorption is activated charcoal. Activated
charcoal is chosen due to its ability to operate at many temperatures (charcoal has a
very high melting temperature) and capability for capturing and delaying radioactive
noble gases which are famously inert. Additionally, the choice of activated charcoal
for use as an adsorbent is attractive due to its cheapness, large capacity, and nonhygroscopic nature (ability to not hold water)31. For collection of noble gases,
activated charcoal uses the principle of adsorption, or collection of a particle on a
surface, as opposed to the more commonly known principle of absorption, which is the
collection of a particle in a volume. For other fission products the charcoal bed can be
used to invoke condensation (if the temperature of the bed is below the boiling point
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of the element) and chemisorption—the process of sorbing an element by chemical
bonding with the carbon or an impregnated element or molecule.
Activated charcoal is capable of capturing all fission products released from
the core, though the adsorption characteristics of activated charcoal vary drastically
depending upon the temperature and the element of the adsorbed contaminant. For
volatile metals and non-metals released from the fuel, decent adsorption can be
accomplished at higher temperatures, but for noble gases and halogens, proper
adsorption can only be done at lower temperatures31. Thankfully, however, this
process is completely reversible for noble gases and recharging the system is as simple
as allowing the temperature of the bed to increase and capturing the released noble
gases.
The process of physical adsorption or “physisorption” is properly described by
the Langmuir Isotherm shown below in Equation 1331.
Equation 13

In Equation 13,
charcoal bed,
constants.

is the number of moles of a gas absorbed per unit volume of
is the partial pressure of the gas over the bed, and

and

are

can described graphically by the plot shown in Figure 10. At low partial

pressures, it can be seen that adsorption follows a linear relationship with

.
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Figure 10: Graphical Representation of the Langmuir Isotherm31

If there is more than one species of noble gas present in the flow stream, then the
value of

can be described by Equation 14.

(
In Equation 14,

(
)

)
(

is in units of moles per cm3,

partial pressure in units of mm Hg.
coefficient, , shown in Equation 15.

Equation 14

)
is temperature in kelvin, and

can then be used to define the adsorption

is
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[

Equation 15

]

When evaluating these parameters, it may be necessary to consider the effect of decay
heating due to the decay of the adsorbed nuclides. Increased temperature of the
charcoal bed, particularly in regions geometrically distant from the cooling surface,
will decrease its adsorptive capability and affect the volume needed for proper
contaminant collection.
To understand the application of the adsorption coefficient in realistic
scenarios, it is necessary to define several modes of operation for the charcoal bed for
noble gas contaminants. When the size of the charcoal bed is appreciably small or the
temperature of the bed is appreciably high, the noble gas contaminants will
“breakthrough” the charcoal bed, causing a reduction of the purification stream
activity. This phenomena can be characterized by an average “delay time” in which
newer incoming species will replace older adsorbed species. At low partial pressures,
as is normally found in helium purification streams32,

reduces to

and the delay

time can be calculated by Equation 16:

(

where

)

is the volume of the charcoal bed,

negligible), and

Equation 16

is a voidage fraction (usually

is the volumetric flow rate. This time can be input into the time
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dependent radionuclide equation (shown in Equation 4) to calculate the exiting nuclide
concentration of the bed.
Alternatively, when the size of the charcoal bed is appreciably large or the
temperature is appreciably small, the charcoal bed can collect the contaminant for a
length of time which exceeds the time it takes for breakthrough to occur. Obtaining
this point usually requires temperatures only obtainable through cooling by liquid
nitrogen, which is particularly energy intensive. Because of this, it is economical to
use delay beds to reduce the activity of the purification stream, thus reducing the
quantity of long lived noble gases which must be collected by the HPS. Additional
constraints on the cold bed design will be the amount of radioactive source term
desired on site and the economy and risk of recharging of the system at regular
intervals. Determination of these source term limits will depend upon the risk of
release and regulatory standards imposed on the location of the cold side of the HPS.
3.2.2 Helium Purification System Component Layout
An ideal HPS would be able to collect all fission product contaminants from
the helium purge stream in one trap and keep them from leaving containment in the
case of an accident scenario. Unfortunately, the decay heat makes maintaining the
traps at low temperatures a difficult task. Thus, it is necessary to split the system into
at least two regions. In its simplest form, a hot region used for the collection of
volatile metals and non-metals, and a cold region is used for collection of halogens
and noble gases. This design configuration attempts to remove as many contaminants
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as possible before reaching the cold region of the HPS in order to reduce its required
cooling load.
The first place to start when considering proper placement of the components
in the helium purification is historical design. While Peach Bottom and the GCFR
used in-element charcoal traps for their designs, the EM2 considers placing the first
fission product trap outside the core. There are benefits and drawbacks to both
location choices and it is beneficial to consider both options and their impact on a
specific system.
The first benefit to placing a trap in the core is that it allows it to be cooled by
the primary coolant, rather than through a separate cooling system, as would be
required in a core-external fission product trap. A core-internal fission product trap
also negatively affects the size of the core and thus the cost of the reactor vessel and
fuel elements and the neutronic performance of the core.
However, placing the first fission product trap outside of the core allows the
trap to be cooled to lower temperatures than the primary coolant, increasing the
adsorption capability of the charcoal. Additionally, placing the first fission product
trap outside the core allows the trap to be larger and more complex. Drawbacks to the
core-external trap are the additional cooling burden which could become of issue
during an accident scenario, as well as the increased chance for radioactive release as a
consequence of almost all the volatile radioactive material produced being carried
outside the core through piping and valves.
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One compromise could include placement of the first fission product trap as a
manifold or piece of the pressure vessel, limiting the amount of radioactivity carried
into primary containment. If arranged properly, the primary coolant could be used for
cooling during accident scenarios, removing the risk of improper cooling.
Additionally, integrating the first fission product trap into the pressure vessel would
remove the added cost to the core, as well as the neutronic effect of a core-internal
fission product trap. There will be an increased cost to the pressure vessel, but if it was
possible to integrate a large enough trap within, then cost may be able to be picked up
from other parts of the system.
3.2.3 Removal of Tritium and Other Contaminants
Though it is not discussed in depth in this thesis, another contaminant
produced in the core is radioactive tritium. In GFRs, tritium is produced most
commonly through the phenomenon of tertiary fission. In HTGRs, tritium is also
produced through the thermal absorption of a neutron in He-3; however this is not
expected in GFRs due to the fast neutron spectrum. Tritium can be removed from the
system through two methods, cold charcoal adsorption or an oxidizer/molecular sieve
combination. Since the use of an oxidizer/molecular sieve combination does not
require cooling to subfreezing conditions, it is the preferred method for tritium
capture. Because of its radioactivity, tritiated water collected by the molecular sieve
must be removed at a regular interval to prevent buildup of the source term outside of
the primary containment. It is also necessary to strike a balance with the quantities of
other contaminant present in the primary coolant. In the NGNP Coolant Chemistry
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Study5, this balance is considered in appreciable depth, however it will not be
considered in the present work.
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4
4.1

Materials and Methods
Building a System Model using STELLA
To begin the safety and feasibility analysis of vented fuel systems, it is

necessary to build a digitized system model through which the transport and diffusion
of fission products could be understood under various scenarios and system
configurations. Options to accomplish the goal included building a model from the
ground up using a computer programming language like FORTRAN and C++ or using
a chemical engineering program such as ASPEN which is capable of modeling steady
state chemical systems to aid in understanding the chemical reactions which may
occur in the system. However, after discussion and consideration within fellow
researchers, it was decided to use the system modeling program STELLA (Systems
Thinking for Education and Research)33. STELLA is currently used in the OSU
NERHP department to study the movement of fission products through environmental
systems, which led to its investigation for use in this project. Due to its graphical
interface the program can seem to be overly simplistic, leading to skepticism about it
capabilities, but the first test model laid these fears to rest as the program performed
superbly.
STELLA was first tested to see if it was capable of solving the many coupled
differential equations that describe the transport of volatile elements through a
complex vented fuel system. Its graphical interface allowed for the quick construction
of a working system and due to its flexibility of input types, it showed to be capable of
modeling all components of a vented fuel system. The first system to be put into
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STELLA was the Peach Bottom model for krypton-85 production and transport
through the reactor plant, shown in Figure 11. The model output matched closely the
numbers provided in the Peach Bottom Final Hazards Safety Analysis report19 and
allowed for tracking of the radionuclide from birth in the fuel or delay beds to decay.
The experience gained in building the test model helped in understanding the
preparations necessary before a representative vented fuel system could be attempted.

Figure 11: STELLA33 model for krypton-85 transport and decay. Kr-85 generation is
purely due to fission purge flow stream concentration and does not include Kr-85m decay.

4.2 Selection of Radionuclides for STELLA Analysis
In determining a reasonable scope for the fission product transport modeling, it
was necessary to understand what was being modeled. Many fission products are nonvolatile and will never leave the fuel in significant quantities. Alternatively, of those
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fission products which are volatile, some may be produced in insignificant quantities
or activities.
The first step for determining the model scope was the selection of which
fission product elements (and eventually the isotopes of those elements) should be
considered for analysis. This is a particularly important step, as each element contains
its fair share of highly radioactive isotopes. After review of papers and reports
discussing the experimental release of radionuclides from coated and uncoated
uranium carbide fuel particles, it was decided that the first distinction between a
volatile and non-volatile element would be its boiling temperature. This conservative
choice insures that every volatile element which could possibly be gaseous within the
fuel is considered. The cutoff temperature for this choice was decided upon to be
1500°C. Next, a review of the literature provided a list of elements whose volatility
increased due to the formation of carbides or compounds with uranium24. Both of
these conditions yielded a list of elements which would be assumed to be released
during the operation of a reactor utilizing vented fuel. Elements not chosen in this
selection process are assumed to be non-volatile and not leave the fuel in any
substantial amount. The list of volatile elements chosen is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Chart of Volatile Elements Present in UC fuel
Volatile Element
Tritium (H)
Arsenic (As)
Selenium (Se)
Bromine (Br)
Krypton (Kr)
Rubidium (Rb)
Strontium (Sr)
Cadmium (Cd)
Tellurium (Te)
Iodine (I)
Xenon (Xe)
Cesium (Cs)
Barium (Ba)
Samarium (Sm)
Europium (Eu)

Element Type
Nonmetal
Metalloid
Nonmetal
Halogen
Noble Gas
Alkali Metal
Alkaline Earth Metal
Transition Metal
Metalloid
Halogen
Noble Gas
Alkali Metal
Alkaline Earth Metal
Inner Transition Metal
Inner Transition Metal

Boiling Temperature (°C)
-252.87
602.8
684.8
58.7
-243.8
687.8
1382
766.8
988
184.4
-108
670.8
1897
1794
1529

Forms Carbide24
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Isotopes of these elements which were stable or had a half-life greater than ten
minutes were selected to be tracked. Previously, a half-life of one hour was used as a
cutoff, but after application of the

curve shown in Figure 12, it became apparent

that short-lived nuclides between ten minute and one hour half-lives were released in
low, but significant, activity quantities. To evaluate the 30 year accumulation of
fission products in the system, independent of reactor power, Equations 17 and 18
were used to calculate the accumulated fission products from radioactive and stable
nuclides respectively, where

and

are the number of accumulated radioactive ( )

and stable ( ) atoms, is the steady state release fraction determined from Figure 12,
and

are the 500 keV plutonium/uranium average cumulative fission yields for

radioactive ( ) and stable ( ) nuclides, and
radionuclide .

is the decay constant in inverse years for
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(

)

Equation 17

Equation 18

The 500 keV plutonium/uranium average cumulative fission yield was chosen
for this calculation over the equivalent independent yield in order to capture the
importance of short-lived precursors. After applying Equations 17 and 18, two lists
were made which ranked accumulated mass after thirty years and accumulated activity
after thirty years by percentage. The top 99% of both lists were chosen, producing a
much more compact picture of volatile fission product production in a reactor. Lastly,
the non-volatile daughters of each isobaric chain were added until a stable nuclide was
reached, producing a complete picture of each isobaric decay chain and encompassing
any production of radioactive non-volatiles in the system model.
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Figure 12: Peach Bottom HTGR design release curve for volatile radioactive fission
products.34

A design yield for each fission product nuclide was also calculated. This
design yield is either the 500 keV plutonium-239/uranium-235 average cumulative
yield or the 500 keV plutonium-239/uranium-235 average independent yield. Nuclides
which lie at the beginning of their isobaric chain use their associated cumulative yield
while nuclides which lie after use their individual yield. Additionally, yields for
intermediate nuclides were added to the yields of their daughters to insure all fission
product production pathways are covered. The final set of nuclides chosen for tracking
totaled at 88 nuclides contained within 39 isobaric decay chains, and is shown in Table
3.
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Table 3: Final Set of Tracked Nuclides for Study in the Representative Radionuclide Removal
System Model
#

Nuclide

Z

A

Halflife (h)

Design Yield

Design Yield Description

Branch

1

Selenium - 80

34

80

stable

0.001342302

Cumulative

1

2

Bromine - 81

35

81

stable

0.00184933

Cumulative

1

3

Selenium - 82

34

82

stable

0.002788835

Cumulative

1

4

Krypton - 83

36

83

stable

0.00446014

Cumulative

1

5

Krypton - 84

36

84

stable

0.007646735

Cumulative

1

6

Krypton - 85m

36

85

4.48

0.009776425

Cumulative

0.214

7

Krypton - 85

36

85

94319.57

6.28125E-05

Independent

1

8

Rubidium - 85

37

85

stable

5.77211E-07

Independent

1

9

Krypton - 86

36

86

stable

0.01367895

Cumulative

1

10

Krypton - 87

36

87

1.27

0.01789645

Cumulative

1

11

Rubidium - 87

37

87

stable

3.93715E-05

Independent

1

12

Krypton - 88

36

88

2.84

0.01367884

Cumulative

1

13

Rubidium - 88

37

88

0.295

0.000481535

Independent

1

14

Strontium - 88

38

88

stable

1.87696E-06

Independent

1

15

Rubidium - 89

37

89

0.26

0.0304655

Cumulative

1

16

Strontium - 89

38

89

1214.64

2.94354E-05

Independent

1

17

Yttrium - 89

39

89

stable

n/a

n/a

1

18

Strontium - 90

38

90

252453.88

0.0375668

Cumulative

1

19

Yttrium - 90m

39

90

3.19

n/a

n/a

1

20

Yttrium - 90

39

90

64.06

n/a

n/a

1

21

Zirconium - 90

40

90

stable

n/a

n/a

1

22

Strontium - 91

38

91

9.5

0.04123885

Cumulative

1

23

Yttrium - 91m

39

91

0.828333333

n/a

n/a

1

24

Yttrium - 91

39

91

1404

n/a

n/a

1

25

Zirconium - 91

40

91

stable

n/a

n/a

1

26

Strontium - 92

38

92

2.61

0.04430305

Cumulative

1

27

Yttrium - 92

39

92

3.54

n/a

n/a

1

28

Zirconium - 92

40

92

stable

n/a

n/a

1

29

Cadmium - 111

48

111

stable

0.001997943

Cumulative

1

30

Tellurium - 126

52

126

stable

0.001821626

Cumulative

1

31

Tellurium - 127m

52

127

2544

0.000645681

Cumulative

0.976

32

Tellurium - 127

52

127

9.4

2.9998E-09

Independent

1

33

Iodine - 127

53

127

stable

0

Independent

1

34

Tellurium - 128

52

128

stable

0.00691741

Cumulative

1

35

Tellurium - 129m

52

129

806.4

0.001899115

Cumulative

0.63
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#

Nuclide

Z

A

Halflife (h)

Design Yield

Design Yield Description

Branch

36

Tellurium - 129

52

129

1.16

7.10664E-07

Independent

1

37

Iodine - 129

53

129

stable

1.13992E-12

Independent

1

38

Tellurium - 130

52

130

stable

0.02122815

Cumulative

1

39

Tellurium - 131m

52

131

32.64

0.00672177

Cumulative

0.222

40

Tellurium - 131

52

131

0.42

0.001642696

Independent

1

41

Iodine - 131

53

131

192.55

0.000105915

Independent

1

42

Xenon - 131

54

131

stable

1.81916E-07

Ind. + Metastable

1

43

Tellurium - 132

52

132

76.8

0.0490718

Cumulative

1

44

Iodine - 132

53

132

2.28

0.000864973

Ind. + Metastable

1

45

Xenon - 132

54

132

stable

7.20219E-05

Ind. + Metastable

1

46

Tellurium - 133m

52

133

0.92

0.03205505

Cumulative

0.175

47

Tellurium - 133

52

133

0.21

0.0192211

Independent

1

48

Iodine - 133

53

133

20.8

0.008572161

Ind. + Metastable

1

49

Xenon - 133m

54

133

52.56

0.000254408

Independent

1

50

Xenon - 133

54

133

125.83

8.64903E-05

Independent

1

51

Cesium - 133

55

133

stable

1.08869E-07

Independent

1

52

Tellurium - 134

52

134

0.7

0.05677835

Cumulative

1

53

Iodine - 134

53

134

0.88

0.017039211

Ind. + Metastable

1

54

Xenon - 134

54

134

stable

0.000527296

Ind. + Metastable

1

55

Iodine - 135

53

135

6.57

0.06188735

Cumulative

1

56

Xenon - 135m

54

135

0.25

0.005365723

Independent

0.994

57

Xenon - 135

54

135

9.1

0.003668323

Independent

1

58

Cesium - 135

55

135

stable

3.18322E-05

Independent

1

59

Xenon - 136

54

136

stable

0.06577

Cumulative

1

60

Cesium - 137

55

137

263586.40

0.0640301

Cumulative

1

61

Barium - 137

56

137

stable

2.79725E-05

Ind. + Metastable

1

62

Xenon - 138

54

138

0.235

0.05360685

Cumulative

1

63

Cesium - 138

55

138

0.54

0.009399903

Ind. + Metastable

1

64

Barium - 138

56

138

stable

0.001010143

Ind. + Metastable

1

65

Barium - 139

56

139

1.396

0.0597689

Cumulative

1

66

Lanthanum - 139

57

139

stable

n/a

n/a

1

67

Barium - 140

56

140

306

0.0565048

Cumulative

1

68

Lanthanum - 140

57

140

40.27

n/a

n/a

1

69

Cerium - 140

58

140

stable

n/a

n/a

1

70

Barium - 141

56

141

0.31

0.05511155

Cumulative

1

71

Lanthanum - 141

57

141

3.9

n/a

n/a

1

72

Cerium - 141

58

141

780

n/a

n/a

1
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#

Nuclide

Z

A

Halflife (h)

Design Yield

Design Yield Description

Branch

73

Praseodymium - 141

59

141

stable

n/a

n/a

1

74

Barium - 142

56

142

0.18

0.0499526

Cumulative

1

75

Lanthanum - 142

57

142

1.54

n/a

n/a

1

76

Cerium - 142

58

142

stable

n/a

n/a

1

77

Samarium - 147

62

147

stable

0.02064735

Cumulative

1

78

Samarium - 149

62

149

stable

0.01139035

Cumulative

1

79

Samarium - 151

62

151

788918.4

0.00598456

Cumulative

1

80

Europium - 151

63

151

stable

3.87226E-11

Independent

1

81

Samarium - 152

62

152

stable

0.004487725

Cumulative

1

82

Samarium - 153

62

153

46.27

0.002964455

Cumulative

1

83

Europium - 153

63

153

stable

2.24715E-08

Independent

1

84

Samarium - 154

62

154

stable

0.001697582

Cumulative

1

85

Europium - 155

63

155

41637.36

0.001241444

Cumulative

1

86

Gadolinium - 155

64

155

stable

n/a

n/a

1

87

Europium - 156

63

156

364.8

0.000875044

Cumulative

1

88

Gadolinium - 156

64

156

stable

n/a

n/a

1

4.3

Evaluation of the Chemical State of Fission Products
Once all nuclides and elements were chosen, the next step was to determine the

chemical form of the volatile nuclides when leaving the fuel and when produced
throughout the system. Due to effects in the way a nuclide interacts with filters and
components throughout the system it is important to track its chemical state. The fuel
type in this calculation was assumed to be a U/Pu Carbide.
There are a few methods by which the resulting chemical makeup of the fission
products can be determined. The first and most complete method is to conduct an
experimental study where vented carbide fuel is analyzed and the chemical makeup of
release fission products is tracked. Such an experiment is unfortunately outside the
scope of the current work, thus the solution must be found theoretically. To determine
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the theoretical equilibrium chemical composition requires knowledge of the
concentrations of each element in the fuel and all associated chemical reactions which
are possible. Then, using the specific thermodynamic properties of each chemical
reaction, the system of equations related to each chemical reaction can be solved. This
solution is equivalent to the system configuration with the lowest minimum Gibb’s
free energy, as discussed within the Theory section. It is possible to do hand
calculations for 2 or 3 different chemical reactions but larger, more accurate
calculations requires much more complicated modeling. Additionally, accessing
thermodynamic properties for reactions between rare earth metals is particularly
difficult and requires an extensive library to handle all reactions considered. There are
a few programs that have been used in the past to conduct these calculations,
specifically HSC chemistry and SOLGASMIX-PV. 35,36 HSC Chemistry provides the
benefit of an extensive thermodynamic library for conducting these calculations while
SOLGASMIX-PV requires the thermodynamic properties to be known.
Though no analysis has been found which examines the transient inventory of
chemicals in vented carbide fuel, some research has been conducted on non-vented
carbides. For example, in research conducted at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
in India, SOLGASMIX-PV has been used to calculate the transient equilibrium
buildup of fission products in non-vented carbide fuels. 35 While the goal of the paper
was to determine if fission products would cause the formation of a metallic fuel phase
by forming carbides, the analysis proved useful for present work. By using the
cumulative fission yield, the

curve shown in Figure 12, and the results from the
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previously cited work, a design chemical form was determined for each volatile
nuclide. Table 4 shows the final design chemical form of each fission product element
before and after interaction with the first fission product trap in the system. While a
fission product may bond easily with others in the fuel, after the first fission product
trap, many will no longer be present in the helium purge stream. If an element is
produced anywhere in the system due to radioactive decay, it is assumed to be in its
elemental form. The chemical forms shown in Table 4 are assumed to be sufficient for
the present analysis. If it proves necessary, HSC Chemistry or a similar program can
be utilized in the future to perform more refined calculations on the chemical makeup
of fission products in uranium carbide fuel.
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Table 4: Design chemical forms for fission products interacting within the fuel, HPS, and
elsewhere in the system
Volatile

Element

Z

Vented Yield Fraction

Yes

Selenium

34

0.52%

Interaction Before
First Trap
BaSe

Yes

Bromine

35

0.23%

CsBr

Elemental

Yes

Krypton

36

3.68%

Elemental

Elemental

Yes

Rubidium

37

3.64%

Elemental

Elemental

Yes

Strontium

38

9.16%

SrC2

Elemental

No

Yttrium

39

0.00%

n/a

Elemental

No

Zirconium

40

0.00%

n/a

Elemental

Yes

Cadmium

48

0.25%

Elemental

Elemental

Yes

Tellurium

52

5.31%

BaTe

Elemental

Yes

Iodine

53

4.45%

CsI

Elemental

Yes

Xenon

54

22.47%

Elemental

Elemental

Yes

Cesium

55

25.20%

Elemental

Elemental

Yes

Barium

56

18.18%

BaC2

Elemental

No

Lanthanum

57

0.00%

n/a

Elemental

No

Cerium

58

0.00%

n/a

Elemental

No

Praseodymium

59

0.00%

n/a

Elemental

Yes

Samarium

62

5.62%

SmC2

Elemental

Yes

Europium

63

1.27%

EuC2

Elemental

No

Gadolinium

64

0.00%

n/a

Elemental

4.4

Interaction Elsewhere
Elemental

Discussion of an Appropriate Model
Once the number and arrangement of nuclides and their chemical configuration

is identified, it is now possible to build a system model to analyze them. The goals of
the model are to be able to track the production, decay, and accumulation of each
fission product decay chain throughout the system. Due to the dependence of each
nuclide on the behavior of its decay precursor, decay chains must be modeled together.
By examining the set of tracked nuclides shown in Table 3 it can be seen that the
longest decay chain to be modeled is the 133 isobar, with 6 nuclides, meaning the
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model must be able to handle a decay chain 6 nuclides long. Additionally, some of the
metastable states present in krypton, tellurium, and xenon have branching ratios,
meaning that when the metastable state undergoes decay, there is a possibility that it
will decay though beta emission rather than isomeric transition. In this process, the
decay effectively skips the next nuclide in the chain. It is desired that the model reflect
this decay phenomena appropriately as well.
Lastly, it is necessary for the model to be capable of simulating the many
various configurations which are possible for vented and non-vented systems. It must
contain features for analyzing phenomena associated with plateout, decay, trapping,
noble gas delay, and system recirculation. To model this, the arrangement shown in
Figure 13 was constructed.
Starting from left to right, fission products enter the purge stream where they
are given the option for plateout, leak to the cold leg of the primary coolant
(compressor to reactor), or continue to the first fission product trap. Inlets to the purge
stream are from the fuel, the cold leg of the primary coolant, and from the nuclide
decay precursor. The reason for connecting the inlet for the purge stream to the
primary coolant cold leg is that the purge stream begins in the reactor, which occurs at
the end of the cold leg. When plating out in the “In-Core Purge Stream”, fission
products will collect and decay according to their decay constant. Any decays from the
plateout will reenter the In-Core Purge Stream through the next nuclide’s model,
where its next destination will be decided based on the parameters of that nuclide. This
action is similar to all decays occurring in the STELLA model. Additionally, no decay
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is assumed to occur due to residence time in the purge stream, nor any of the other
regions of the HPS other than the delay beds, which purposely cause their contents to
decay.

Figure 13: Test Configuration for STELLA Model
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Next, the purge stream carries fission products to the First Fission Product
Trap. To model the trap properly, it has been split into two sections: a trapping section
and a delay section. The trapping section removes a fraction of the incoming
contaminant while the delay section allows for the simulation of a decay time for a
radioactive nuclide. Like plateout in the In-Core Purge Stream, trapping collects the
trapped fission products and allows them to decay to their daughter.
Other than the Second Fission Product Trap, which mirrors the capabilities of
the First Fission Product Trap exactly, the only component left in the purification
stream is the Molecular Sieve. The reason for its placement here is to maintain
flexibility in modeling a HPS with a configuration similar to the one designed for
EM2.18,37 As discussed previously, the Molecular Sieve functions at a catch for
oxidized carbon monoxide and oxidized hydrogen (likely tritium). Finally, it can also
be used to simulate a third fission product trap for the purification stream, though it
lacks the delay bed feature of the other two traps.
After leaving the Second Fission Product Trap, any fission products remaining
in the purification stream will be dumped into the Primary Coolant Hot Leg (reactor to
compressor). Entering the Primary Coolant Hot Leg, the fission product may have
many different destinations depending upon its element type. The inlets to the Primary
Coolant Hot Leg are from precursor decay, from the HPS, or from the Primary
Coolant Cold Leg. The outlets are the Chemical Cleanup system, nuclide plateout, and
nuclide decay, with any remainder being sent into the Primary Coolant Cold Leg. The
connection for the Chemical Cleanup system was placed in the Primary Coolant Hot
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Leg due to its intake being present in the compressor (or the end of the hot leg) on the
Peach Bottom Unit 1 reactor19. In comparison to the hot leg, the Primary Coolant Cold
Leg features nearly the same inlets and outlets, with differences attributed to the intake
for the In-Core Purge Stream and the lack of an input from the HPS.
The last feature in the model, as shown in Figure 13, is the Chemical Cleanup
system. In Peach Bottom, the Chemical Cleanup system was essentially just an
oxidizer, molecular sieve and filter, though in the model, it can be used for any
purpose. One possibility is its use to test placement of other traps, including the cold
charcoal trap, outside of the main purification stream. Another is the comparison
between the operation capability of the trap when comparing the molecular sieve
placement strategy of the Peach Bottom Unit 1 reactor and the EM2.
4.5

Analytical Treatment of Vented Fuel and HPS Components
A STELLA model is constructed through the graphical connection of

variables, called “convertors”. Convertors can be assigned a numerical value by the
user, or be assigned a value based on other components of the model.

Figure 14: Example of Converter Connection in STELLA model.

In Figure 14, the convertor, “Nuclide Generation Rate”, can be seen to depend
on the convertors, “Fission Rate units of fissions per hour” and “Design Yield
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Fraction”. Once STELLA is given the dependencies for Nuclide Generation Rate, it
will not let the user run the model until the relation is defined, as shown in Figure 15.
The convertor can now be used in other parts of the model to define flows, or other
convertors. An example of this application is shown in Figure 16, where convertors
are used to define “flows” and their connections to “stocks”. It is possible to directly
connect components directly, however, the use of convertors allows for cleaner, more
organized models. In the next few subsections, the basis for and application of
recurring or otherwise significant phenomena applied in the model will be discussed.

Figure 15: Defining Convertor Relationships in STELLA model.
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Figure 16: Use of Convertors to Define “Flows” in STELLA Model.

4.5.1 Release of Fission Products from Fuel
As discussed previously in the Theory section, fission products are produced at
a rate according to the product of the rate of fission and the nuclide’s yield fraction,
shown below in Equation 19.
Equation 19
After generation in fuel, the volatile nuclide will do one of two things. Either leave the
fuel due to diffusion or decay to its daughter. Easily enough, both of these phenomena
are controlled by the

of the nuclide in the fuel. Assuming that the release rate has

reached a steady state value and is constant over burnup, then any nuclide which is not
released, must decay to its daughter. Using any

desired, Equations 20 and 21 can

be used to describe release or decay in the fuel.
Equation 20
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(

)

Equation 21

4.5.2 Purge Stream Trapping, Plateout, and Leakage Fractions
After leaving the fuel, the fission product will enter the purge stream and begin
to be carried through the HPS. Along the way toward an eventual release into the
primary coolant, it will be subject to several phenomena which can be most easily
described through the use of fractions. For example, when fission product enters a
charcoal trap, a certain fraction of the entering contaminant will be trapped, while the
remainder continues in the purification stream. This concept can also be applied to the
phenomena of plateout and leakage in the stream as well, assuming that data can be
found to support the fraction used. The application of this concept is shown below in
Equations 22 and 23.
Equation 22
Equation 23
4.5.3 Radioactive Noble Gas Delay in the HPS Delay Beds
As discussed previously, at low temperatures, charcoal beds can function either as
final traps or as a delay to the life of the fission product. To simulate this phenomenon,
the delay bed components of a fission product trap were modeled by calculation of the
exponential decay over the user defined delay period. This results in Equations 24 and
25.
(

)

Equation 24
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Equation 25

4.5.4 Primary Coolant Decay, Plateout, and Removal Fractions
After leaving the HPS or through leakage from the in-core purge stream,
released fission products begin to accumulate in the HPS. According to their type, they
may either plateout or decay and a fraction of all nuclides in the Primary Coolant will
removed by the chemical cleanup system or the in-core purge stream. While at first it
may seem as though plateout, decay, and removal can be modeled like other
components in the system, if done so it would create a circular relationship, causing
the system to be insolvable. The primary coolant must serve as a source for the rest of
the model as well as a sink, meaning prior knowledge of the flow rate must be input.
Thankfully, this is possible by applying plateout, decay, and removal to the primary
coolant in units of fractions per time. The resulting product is a source for the system
and prevents the occurrence of a circular relationship. Another way to consider the
need for this source is that it allows helium purification to occur through the in core
purge stream and the chemical cleanup system even if the reactor is no longer
releasing any fission products. The relationship between the primary coolant quantity
values and the outlet rates are shown below in Equations 26, 27, and 28.
Equation 26
Equation 27

Equation 28
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4.6

System Model Verification
Within the model itself, there were two main sections, one lacking decay

precursors and one inclusive of decay precursors, both of which needed to be verified
to insure they modeled what was intended. To do this properly, each connection in the
model was tested for proper behavior and inputs and outputs of the model were
recorded. The results of these tests are shown in Appendix B.
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5

Results and Discussion
As presented within the Introduction section, the final objective of the present

work is to use the developed model to determine design and operational conditions
necessary for the construction of safe and feasible GFRs using vented fuel. To meet
this objective, an in-depth analysis of the simulation results presented in the current
section is presented. The results provide a foundation for understanding the relative
value of fission product transport phenomena and their uncertainties present within the
HPS and primary coolant. In this section, recommendations for the reduction of
uncertainties related to vented fuel systems will be presented alongside recommended
design and operational conditions for GFRs. For reference, the assumed fission rate
used in all simulations is that of a 500 MWth reactor–the same thermal reactor power
as the EM2 concept reactor1. Supplemental results for the simulations run in Cases 1
through 7 can be found in Appendix A.
Note: Since the current system does not model the transport of tritium throughout
the vented fuel system, the molecular sieve has been repurposed to create a total
of three fission product traps in the HPS of the model. This allows more
flexibility in the number of cases which may be simulated and provide clarity in
the presentation of their results. In the following cases, the “Second Fission
Product Trap” will refer to what was previously known as the “Molecular Sieve”
in Figure 13 and the “Third Fission Product Trap” will refer to what was
previously known at the “Second Fission Product Trap” in Figure 13.
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5.1

Helium Purification System Significance
The first question to be answered in the design of a vented fuel system is “Why

is a helium purification system needed?” To answer this, two simulation cases (called
Case 1 and Case 2) have been run to compare the difference between a helium-cooled
system with and without a HPS.
Case 1 and Case 2 represent both extremes of the design spectrum achievable
in a vented fuel system. Case 1 provides an ideal example of a vent-to-stream strategy,
while Case 2 provides an extreme example of the vent-to-coolant strategy (normally a
vent-to-coolant strategy would include the addition of an HPS). By comparing these
two cases, the differences and similarities present will provide characteristics of
general systems, as well as those unique to their specific venting strategy.
5.1.1 Case 1: An Ideal System
The first simulation to be conducted was that of an ideal vent-to-stream system. In an
ideal system, fission product nuclides will be captured immediately after they are
carried from the fuel by the purge stream and no leakage will occur from the purge
stream into the primary coolant. To simulate this, the capture fraction for the first
fission product trap has been set to 1 for all nuclides and the leakage fraction from the
purge stream set to 0. Table 5 describes all model parameters used in the simulation.
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Table 5: Model Parameters for Case 1
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

1

1

1

Mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

Mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

1

Mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

Mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

Mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

Mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC cold side)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.1.2 Case 2: An Open System
Next, to provide perspective for the ideal system, a simulation was evaluated for a
system lacking the inclusion of both a purge stream and HPS. All trapping fractions
and intake fractions were set to 0 and plateout fractions (except for the purge stream)
were kept the same as in Case 1. All model parameters used in the simulation are
shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Model Parameters for Case 2
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

Mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

Mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

Mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

Mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

Mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

Mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.1.3 Case 1 and 2 Analysis
When reviewing the data from Case 1 and 2, the first noticeable characteristic
of both systems is that the quantity of material removed from the core during
operation is very large. Both cases accumulate approximately 200 kg of volatile
fission product from the core after a 25,000 hour (2.85 yr) operation period. A large
portion of this amount is composed of stable or long lived nuclides, with Cs-137
(30.07 yr half-life ) and Sr-90 (28.78 yr half-life), being the only long-lived nuclides to
appear in the top ten mass nuclides of Table 7. However, above all nuclides shown in
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columns 1 and 2 of Table 7, the “other” category contains nearly twice the amount of
the top nuclide, Xe-134. While the content of the “other” category is very
complicated, its behavior can be observed in Figure 17.
Table 7: Significant Nuclides Collected in First Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 1
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

xenon-134

2.40E+04

xenon-133

9.56E+06

barium-139

1.25E+05

xenon-136

2.15E+04

barium-139

9.11E+06

lanthanum-140

1.25E+05

barium-138

2.12E+04

xenon-133m

6.00E+06

iodine-132

9.52E+04

cesium-135

2.10E+04

lanthanum-140

5.60E+06

iodine-133

5.56E+04

cesium-133

1.79E+04

barium-140

5.60E+06

iodine-134

4.07E+04

cesium-137

1.67E+04

strontium-89

4.28E+06

strontium-89

3.79E+04

xenon-132

1.59E+04

iodine-132

3.83E+06

barium-140

3.48E+04

samarium-147

7.30E+03

xenon-135

3.82E+06

cesium-138

3.37E+04

tellurium-130

6.64E+03

tellurium-132

3.11E+06

xenon-135

2.61E+04

strontium-90

6.41E+03

iodine-133

2.76E+06

xenon-133

2.42E+04

other

4.27E+04

other

2.23E+07

other

2.42E+05

total

2.01E+05

total

7.59E+07

total

8.41E+05

Figure 17 demonstrates the time dependence of the top ten nuclides ranked by
mass. The “other” category can be seen to behave similar to a long-lived or stable
nuclide. This behavior is described by the linear accumulation of a nuclide over time,
as opposed to reaching a maximum equilibrium value. Over a period of 2.85 years, the
“other” category is nearly linear, demonstrating that the mass which accumulates is
driven by stable or relatively long-lived nuclides.
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Figure 17: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 1

When reviewing the activity accumulated in the first fission product trap from
Case 1, it can be seen that it is also has quite a large value. Over a period of 2.85
years, nearly 76 MCi of activity has accumulated in the fission product trap. Similarly,
the power generated by the decay of these nuclides has reached a value of 841 kW or
approximately .17% of the operating reactor power. Neither of these are small values
when handling radioactivity or heat production and must be handled appropriately in
the design of an HPS. Both cooling and shielding will be required, as well as safety
systems to handle the heat load produced during an accident scenario. As opposed to
the top ten mass accumulated nuclides in the fission product trap, the list of top ten
activity and power generating nuclides is composed nearly entirely of short-lived
nuclides. Sr-89 is an outlier with a half-life of 50.52 days; the next longest lived
nuclide on the list is Ba-140 with a half-life of 12.75 days.
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Figure 18: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 1

A visual inspection of Figure 18 shows that all top ten power generating
nuclides reach equilibrium after around 7000 hrs or ~292 days with Sr-89 taking by
far the longest time to reach equilibrium. By examining the y-intercept of the “other”
line in Figure 18, it can be seen that the majority of fission products which comprise
the “other” group are short lived and have already reached equilibrium value. The
slope of the “other” line shows power generation will continue to rise due to long lived
nuclides. To provide a conservative estimate for accumulation beyond the 25,000 hr
time limit of the model, the slope of this line can be extrapolated towards the
operational lifetime of the reactor, approximately thirty years. Using the average slope
of the line between 20,000 and 25,000 hours yields a power generation rate increase of
1.2 W/hr. Calculating this increase over 27.15 years and summing with the current
power generation rate of 841 kW yields a power generation rate of 1127 kW. Given
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the conservative values used for the fuel release fraction and the assumptions made
using the slope of the “other” line, this can be considered a good prediction of the heat
load limit which will be imposed upon the system. The methodology can also be
extended to the activity and mass of the system (using the total value), yielding a value
of approximately 2105 kg and 123.5 MCi at 30 years. These values provide bounding
estimates to be used when designing a vented fuel system.
Comparing the values of nuclides accumulated in the open system (Case 2)
with the ideal system (Case 1) reveals several differences with how the two systems
accumulate fission products. The main difference is the effect of decay between the
hot and cold sides of the primary coolant. By examining Figure 19 and Figure 20 it
can be seen that the short lived nuclides which compose the majority of the activity
present in the “other” line decay significantly over the 1 hour time-step difference
between the two sides.
Additionally, for the long lived and stable nuclides which comprise most of the fission
product mass deposited in the system, the influence of plateout can be seen to
contribute significantly to the removal of fission products from the primary coolant.
The time dependent values of accumulated mass in the primary coolant, shown in
Figure 21, can be compared with the accumulated mass in Case 1, shown in Figure 17.
Specifically, the value of the “other” group at 25,000 can be seen to be significantly
decreased due to the removal of the high yield cesium nuclides from circulation in the
primary coolant. The accumulation of these cesium nuclides can observed in Table 8.
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Figure 19: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 2

Figure 20: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Cold Side - Case 2
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Figure 21: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 2

As can be gathered from the previous two cases, the inclusion of an HPS is
required for the prevention of accumulation and plateout of radioactive fission
products in the primary coolant. Additionally, it can be gathered from Table 8 that the
activity generated from plated out elements can be substantial, generating nearly 8
MCi of activity in the hot side, and slightly less in the cold side, as is demonstrated in
Table 9
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Table 8: Significant Nuclides Plated Out in Primary Coolant Hot Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 2
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

cesium-135

1.12E+04

strontium-89

2.48E+06

iodine-133

2.89E+04

cesium-133

9.45E+03

iodine-133

1.43E+06

strontium-89

2.19E+04

cesium-137

8.80E+03

cesium-137

9.26E+05

iodine-132

1.27E+04

strontium-90

3.37E+03

strontium-90

5.64E+05

iodine-135

7.11E+03

strontium-88

1.53E+03

iodine-131

5.38E+05

cesium-137

6.46E+03

iodine-129

2.80E+02

iodine-132

5.09E+05

strontium-91

6.43E+03

iodine-127

9.00E+01

iodine-135

4.53E+05

iodine-134

4.36E+03

strontium-89

7.03E+01

strontium-91

4.02E+05

cesium-138

4.01E+03

iodine-131

3.69E+00

iodine-134

1.60E+05

iodine-131

3.63E+03

iodine-133

1.01E+00

strontium-92

1.43E+05

strontium-90

1.82E+03

other

2.25E-01

other

1.05E+05

other

1.62E+03

total

3.48E+04

total

7.71E+06

total

9.89E+04

Table 9: Significant Nuclides Plated Out in Primary Coolant Cold Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 2
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

cesium-135

1.23E+04

strontium-89

2.23E+06

iodine-133

2.53E+04

cesium-133

1.01E+04

iodine-133

1.25E+06

strontium-89

1.97E+04

cesium-137

9.78E+03

cesium-137

8.34E+05

iodine-132

1.14E+04

strontium-90

3.74E+03

strontium-90

5.07E+05

cesium-137

5.81E+03

strontium-88

1.69E+03

iodine-131

5.00E+05

iodine-135

5.65E+03

iodine-129

3.02E+02

iodine-132

4.59E+05

strontium-91

5.31E+03

iodine-127

9.60E+01

iodine-135

3.60E+05

iodine-131

3.38E+03

strontium-89

7.82E+01

strontium-91

3.32E+05

strontium-90

1.64E+03

iodine-131

3.97E+00

strontium-92

9.05E+04

strontium-92

1.03E+03

iodine-133

1.16E+00

iodine-134

1.82E+04

iodine-134

4.94E+02

other

2.82E-01

other

0.00E+00

other

0.00E+00

total

3.81E+04

total

6.58E+06

total

7.97E+04
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5.2

Benefits of a Complex Helium Purification System
Now that a basic understanding has been gained on the necessity of a helium

purification system in GFRs using vented fuel, analysis can be conducted on more
complex system arrangements. This will allow the system to be optimized towards a
lower operation cost. The first step in that direction is made by capturing the metal,
chalcogen, and halogen fission products at higher temperatures and the noble gas
fission products at low temperatures. As discussed previously, to achieve the proper
removal of noble gas contaminants from the purge stream, cooling to low temperatures
is required. By splitting the HPS into two separate regions, it is hypothesized that the
required heat removal rate in the low temperature region can be greatly decreased.
5.2.1 Case 3: A Two Region System
A basic two-region system was composed using the first fission product trap as
the hot adsorption bed and the third fission product trap as the cold one. In Case 3, the
hot adsorption bed is assumed to be capable of trapping most fission product
contaminant, excluding noble gases, while the cold adsorption bed traps all remaining
contaminant. This provides a baseline for determining the total load placed on a
system due to noble gas fission products. All model parameters used in the simulation
are shown in Table 10.
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Table 10: Model Parameters for Case 3
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0.99

1

mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

1

1

1

mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.2.2 Case 4: A Delayed Two Region System
As discussed previously, one possibility for reducing the cooling load on the
coldest fission product trap is through the utilization of activated charcoal delay beds.
To understand the effect that this has on the system, a semi-optimal HPS design was
modeled the current model configuration. The goal of the design was to reduce the
cooling load required for the cold region of the system. Through a visual inspection of
released noble gas isotopes, it can be seen that it is not possible to delay the transport
of krypton-85 (10.76 yr half-life), but it is possible to delay the transport of all other
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nuclides. By assuming a 600 hr xenon (~3 hr for krypton) delay on the first fission
product trap, most of the radioactive xenon present in the purge stream can be
removed (600 hr is ~5 times the half-life of Xe-133). Additionally, by placing a 25
hour krypton (~5000 hr for xenon) delay on the second fission product trap, most of
the radioactive krypton present in the purge stream can be removed, excluding Kr-85
(25 hr is ~5 times the half-life of Kr-85m). The multiplier for delay of 200 between
krypton and xenon decay was taken from the delays used in the Peach Bottom Unit 1
Final Hazards Summary Report 19. To allow utilization of all three fission product traps
and full use of two representative delay beds, the delay times listed previously have
been converted to trapping fractions, as shown in Table 12. All model parameters used
in the simulation are shown in Table 11 and Table 12.
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Table 11: Model Parameters for Case 4
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

See Table 12

1

1

mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

See Table 12

1

1

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

1

1

1

mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

Applied as
Trapping Fraction

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

Applied as
Trapping Fraction

0

0

mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22
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Table 12: Noble Gas Trapping Fractions for Case 4

stable

1st FP Trap Trapping Fraction
Xe – 600 hr; Kr – 3 hr
0

2nd FP Trap Trapping Fraction
Xe – 5000 hr; Kr – 25 hr
0

Kr - 84

stable

0

0

Kr - 85m

4.48 hr

0.371338

0.9791

Kr - 85

10.8 yr

2.2E-05

0.000184

Kr - 86

stable

0

0

Kr - 87

1.27 hr

0.805506

0.999999

Kr- 88

2.84 hr

0.519149

0.997761

Xe - 131

stable

0

0

Xe - 132

stable

0

0

Xe - 133m

52.56 hr

0.999634

1

Xe - 133

125.8 hr

0.963305

1

Xe - 134

stable

0

0

Xe - 135m

0.255 hr

1

1

Xe - 135

9.1 hr

1

1

Xe - 136

stable

0

0

Xe - 138

0.235 hr

1

1

Nuclide

Half-life

Kr - 83

5.2.3 Case 3 and 4 Analysis
After reviewing the results of the basic two region system, it is interesting to
compare the difference between the three different accumulation values shown in
Table 13 and Table 14. Comparison between the total values of the hot region (Table
13) and the cold region (Table 14) reveals that noble gases and their daughters
compose approximately 40% of accumulated mass, approximately 29% of
accumulated activity and approximately 13% of power generation due to decay.
Despite being only 13% of the total power generation rate due to decay, the cold
region still produces over 100 kW, assumedly causing difficulty for cooling to low
temperatures.
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Table 13: Significant Nuclides Collected in First Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 3
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

barium-138

2.10E+04

barium-139

9.11E+06

barium-139

1.25E+05

cesium-135

1.84E+04

lanthanum-140

5.60E+06

lanthanum-140

1.25E+05

cesium-137

1.67E+04

barium-140

5.60E+06

iodine-132

9.43E+04

cesium-133

1.15E+04

strontium-89

4.28E+06

iodine-133

5.51E+04

samarium-147

7.30E+03

iodine-132

3.79E+06

iodine-134

4.03E+04

tellurium-130

6.64E+03

tellurium-132

3.11E+06

strontium-89

3.79E+04

strontium-90

6.41E+03

iodine-133

2.73E+06

barium-140

3.48E+04

samarium-149

4.08E+03

cesium-137

1.58E+06

iodine-135

2.33E+04

cerium-140

3.89E+03

iodine-135

1.49E+06

cesium-138

2.28E+04

rubidium-87

3.64E+03

iodine-134

1.48E+06

yttrium-92

1.84E+04

other

2.24E+04

other

1.53E+07

other

1.61E+05

total

1.22E+05

total

5.40E+07

total

7.38E+05

Table 14: Significant Nuclides Collected in Third Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 3
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

xenon-134

2.40E+04

xenon-133

9.56E+06

xenon-135

2.61E+04

xenon-136

2.15E+04

xenon-133m

6.00E+06

xenon-133

2.42E+04

xenon-132

1.59E+04

xenon-135

3.82E+06

cesium-138

1.87E+04

cesium-133

6.37E+03

cesium-138

4.88E+05

rubidium-88

8.55E+03

krypton-86

2.83E+03

xenon-135m

4.16E+05

xenon-133m

8.28E+03

xenon-131

2.66E+03

xenon-138

3.48E+05

krypton-87

6.07E+03

cesium-135

2.61E+03

krypton-88

2.72E+05

xenon-138

5.71E+03

krypton-84

1.54E+03

rubidium-88

2.71E+05

krypton-88

4.69E+03

krypton-83

8.90E+02

krypton-87

2.63E+05

xenon-135m

1.32E+03

krypton-85

3.32E+02

krypton-85m

2.29E+05

krypton-85m

1.15E+03

other

7.12E+02

other

2.47E+05

other

2.79E+03

total

7.93E+04

total

2.19E+07

total

1.08E+05

Further analysis of the time dependent results shown in Figure 22 reveals that
the vast majority of power generation in the cold region is due to short-lived nuclides,
with the longest lived being Xe-133 with a 5.2 d half-life. It is interesting to see the
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large contribution to the power generation rates shown in Figure 22 by Cs-138 and
Rb-88, daughters to Xe-138 and the difficult-to-delay Kr-88 nuclides.

Figure 22: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 3

One issue that can be seen arise is due to accumulation of stable noble gases in
the cold region of the HPS. Because the HPS must rely on adsorption techniques for
removal of radioactive fission product gases, the accumulation of stable noble gases
will over time reduce the effectiveness of the traps. This accumulation over time is
demonstrated in Figure 23. Due to this effect, it may be necessary to regenerate the
cold region of the HPS at regular intervals, preventing breakthrough of purge stream
contaminants into the primary coolant. However, this result can be avoided if the
system is built large enough to accommodate all the accumulated gases. All
radioactive noble gases and their daughters are relatively short-lived (excluding Kr85) and will not require additional cooling over time. Additionally, regeneration of the
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cold region requires a system built in parallel, allowing purification of the helium
during maintenance operations. However, if a backup/secondary system is already
planned to be included in the design of the plant, it may be more economical to design
for regeneration, reducing the size requirement of the last adsorption bed. If no
regeneration is assumed to occur in the last adsorption bed, then the amount of noble
gases will eventually reach a value of 757 kg, which is significant even when
compared to the total mass of released fission product, 2105 kg, calculated for Case 1.
In the end, whether or not regeneration is chosen as the optimum operation
strategy, cooling to low enough temperatures to prevent breakthrough of the last
adsorption bed drives the system design to one which removes as much radioactivity
through delay as possible.

Figure 23: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 3
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Case 4 attempted to use the tools available in the fission product transport
model to simulate a system which was as close to optimum as possible. Without
attempting to optimize the size, material, or operational requirements, a system was
simulated by assuming delay times for xenon and krypton radionuclides. The third
fission product trap was assumed to stop all gases and prevent breakthrough of noble
gas fission products into the primary coolant. The results of the simulation showed
that, for the most part, the assumed design worked in achieving its intended purpose
and using delay times as the primary design condition appears to be a good
methodology for design of the cold region in an HPS. The comparative results
between the results between Case 3 and Case 4, shown below in Table 15 through
Table 17 reveal that a 600 hr xenon delay can reduce the heating load on the last two
adsorption beds by a factor of 11 to approximately 9.75 kW. Additionally, the
combination of a 600 hr xenon delay and a 25 hr krypton delay can reduce the heating
load on the last adsorption bed by a factor of 172 to approximately 600 W, which
almost entirely comes from the decay of Kr-85 (10.8 yr halflife), as is shown in Table
17. While it is true that no matter how it is arranged, a total of 841 kW (Case 1) of
decay heat must be removed from the system, it appears that it may be better to do so
at as high a temperature as possible to improve system efficiency.
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Table 15: Significant Nuclides Collected in First Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 4
First Fission Product Trap Delay: Xe – 600 hr; Kr – 3 hr
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

barium-138

2.12E+04

xenon-133

9.21E+06

barium-139

1.25E+05

cesium-135

2.10E+04

barium-139

9.11E+06

lanthanum-140

1.25E+05

cesium-133

1.77E+04

xenon-133m

5.99E+06

iodine-132

9.52E+04

cesium-137

1.67E+04

lanthanum-140

5.60E+06

iodine-133

5.56E+04

samarium-147

7.30E+03

barium-140

5.60E+06

iodine-134

4.07E+04

tellurium-130

6.64E+03

strontium-89

4.28E+06

strontium-89

3.79E+04

strontium-90

6.41E+03

iodine-132

3.83E+06

barium-140

3.48E+04

samarium-149

4.08E+03

xenon-135

3.82E+06

cesium-138

3.37E+04

cerium-140

3.89E+03

tellurium-132

3.11E+06

xenon-135

2.61E+04

rubidium-87

3.73E+03

iodine-133

2.76E+06

iodine-135

2.36E+04

other

2.26E+04

other

2.17E+07

other

2.33E+05

total

1.31E+05

total

7.50E+07

total

8.31E+05

Table 16: Significant Nuclides Collected in Second Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 4
Second Fission Product Trap Delay: Xe – 5000 hr; Kr – 25 hr
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

cesium-133

2.35E+02

xenon-133

3.53E+05

rubidium-88

4.10E+03

strontium-88

5.80E+01

krypton-85m

1.41E+05

krypton-88

2.25E+03

rubidium-85

4.77E+01

krypton-88

1.30E+05

krypton-87

1.18E+03

rubidium-87

2.26E+01

rubidium-88

1.30E+05

xenon-133

8.93E+02

xenon-133

1.73E+00

krypton-87

5.12E+04

krypton-85m

7.06E+02

krypton-85

6.10E-02

xenon-133m

2.19E+03

xenon-133m

3.03E+00

krypton-85m

1.57E-02

krypton-85

2.60E+01

krypton-85

1.06E-01

krypton-88

9.51E-03

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

xenon-133m

4.48E-03

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

krypton-87

1.65E-03

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

other

9.88E-04

other

0.00E+00

other

0.00E+00

total

3.65E+02

total

8.08E+05

total

9.14E+03
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Table 17: Significant Nuclides Collected in Third Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 4
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

xenon-134

2.40E+04

krypton-85

1.42E+05

krypton-85

5.77E+02

xenon-136

2.15E+04

krypton-85m

3.01E+03

krypton-85m

1.51E+01

xenon-132

1.59E+04

krypton-88

2.92E+02

rubidium-88

9.21E+00

krypton-86

2.83E+03

rubidium-88

2.92E+02

krypton-88

5.05E+00

xenon-131

2.66E+03

krypton-87

5.12E-02

krypton-87

1.18E-03

krypton-84

1.54E+03

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

krypton-83

8.90E+02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

krypton-85

3.32E+02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

rubidium-85

3.24E+01

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

strontium-88

1.30E-01

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

other

3.81E-04

other

0.00E+00

other

0.00E+00

total

6.96E+04

total

1.45E+05

total

6.06E+02
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5.3

Evaluation of System Uncertainties
In any theoretical system design, previously compiled data is used to develop

models of physical phenomena. These models are then used to determine what is
thought to be the best system possible based on predetermined design constraints. It is
advantageous for the engineer to use the best data available for the development of his
or her models, but oftentimes resources are limited and not all necessary data is able to
be acquired. The engineer must choose which data is most important for the design
process. This next section will seek to determine what data is most important for the
design of vented fuel systems using the developed system model. The uncertainties
examined will be those due to leakage from the purge stream, plateout in the primary
coolant, and the fuel release fraction.
5.3.1 Case 5: Influences of Purge Stream Leakage
A large uncertainty in the evaluation of the safety and feasibility of vented fuel is the
release of fission products to the primary coolant through purge stream leakage. The
uncertainty in the determination of the purge stream leakage rate is due mainly to the
difficulty in estimating a value for any reactor design before extensive testing is
completed. To understand the significance of the purge stream leakage rate on primary
coolant and plateout inventories, a parametric simulation has been conducted Other
than augmentation of the purge stream leakage fraction, the model parameters used are
identical to those previously used in Case 3 (the basic two region system). All model
parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 18.
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Table 18: Model Parameters for Case 5
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0.99

1

mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

1

1

1

mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.002

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC hot side)

0.0001,
0.00001,

0.0001,
0.00001,

0.0001,
0.00001,

0.0001,
0.00001,

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.3.2 Case 6: Influences of Primary Coolant Plateout
In addition to the determination of the purge stream leakage fraction, large
uncertainties remain in prediction of plateout rates for volatile, non-noble gas fission
products in the primary coolant. To understand the significance of the primary coolant
plateout rate, a parametric simulation has been run between two different values for
the primary coolant plateout fraction in the hot and cold sides of the primary coolant
All model parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 19.
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Table 19: Model Parameters for Case 6
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0.99

1

mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

1

1

1

mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

0

0

0

mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.2,0.3

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.2,0.3

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.002

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC cold side)

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.3.3 Case 7: Influences of Fuel Release Fraction
Finally, the fuel release fraction represents a very large uncertainty present in
the design of vented fuel systems. Its value directly affects radioactivity levels in the
primary coolant, as well as stored inventories in the HPS. While it is possible to
analyze the effect of fuel release fraction on all aspects of the system, it is most
important to observe its effect on the HPS, as the design of an efficient and
economical HPS relies on an accurate understanding of fuel release rates. To provide
comparison for the worth of the fuel release fraction, a simulation has been conducted
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with a release fraction of 1 for all volatile nuclides, allowing comparison with all
previously conducted simulations. All model parameters used in the simulation are
shown in Table 20 and Table 21.
Table 20: Model Parameters for Case 7
Parameter

Noble Gases

Halogens

Chalcogens and Metals

At Risk for Plateout
(I, Cs, and Sr)

First Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

See Table 12

1

1

mixed

Second Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

See Table 12

1

1

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Trapping Fraction

1

1

1

mixed

Chemical Cleanup System
- Trapping Fraction

0

0

0

mixed

First Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

Applied as
Trapping Fraction

0

0

mixed

Third Fission Product Trap
- Delay Time (hours)

Applied as
Trapping Fraction

0

0

mixed

In Core Purge Stream
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Cold Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Primary Coolant Hot Side
- Plateout Fraction

0

mixed

mixed

0.1

Chemical Cleanup
- Intake Fraction (from PC hot side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Intake Fraction (from PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

In Core Purge Stream
- Leakage Fraction (to PC cold side)

0

0

0

0

Fission Rate (fissions per hour)

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22

5.80E+22
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Table 21: Noble Gas Trapping Fractions for Case 7

stable

1st FP Trap Trapping Fraction
Xe – 600 hr; Kr – 3 hr
0

2nd FP Trap Trapping Fraction
Xe – 5000 hr; Kr – 25 hr
0

Kr - 84

stable

0

0

Kr - 85m

4.48 hr

0.371338

0.9791

Kr - 85

10.8 yr

2.2E-05

0.000184

Kr - 86

stable

0

0

Kr - 87

1.27 hr

0.805506

0.999999

Kr- 88

2.84 hr

0.519149

0.997761

Xe - 131

stable

0

0

Xe - 132

stable

0

0

Xe - 133m

52.56 hr

0.999634

1

Xe - 133

125.8 hr

0.963305

1

Xe - 134

stable

0

0

Xe - 135m

0.255 hr

1

1

Xe - 135

9.1 hr

1

1

Xe - 136

stable

0

0

Xe - 138

0.235 hr

1

1

Nuclide

Half-life

Kr - 83

5.3.4 Case 5, 6, and 7 Analysis
When comparing the relative importance of uncertainties present in any
system, it is first necessary to define what is meant by “importance”. In general, it is
important in the design of a vented fuel system to enable a GFR to operate safely and
economically for many years. More specifically, activities within the primary coolant
must be maintained at appropriate levels, allowing for safe operation and maintenance
of the plant. Additionally, in the case of an accident scenario, it is necessary to
understand the inventory and distribution of radioactive material in the plant in order
to conduct a proper safety analysis. The three uncertainties discussed in this section
will be judged using this definition of “importance”.
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The first uncertainty to be evaluated is the leakage fraction from the purge
stream. Results from Case 5 are shown in Table 22 and Table 23, and reveal the
significant impact of the purge stream release fraction on the level of activity present
in the primary coolant. Assuming that the HPS is properly designed to handle the
released fission product load, the only pathway for fission products to enter the
primary coolant is through leakage from the purge stream.
Table 22: Significant Nuclides Collected and Plated Out in Primary Coolant Hot Side
at 25,000 hours with a .0001 Purge Stream Leakage Fraction - Case 5

4.35E+02

Top Ten Activity
Plated Out
in Primary Coolant
strontium-89

2.39E+02

xenon-133

4.17E+02

iodine-133

1.24E+02

xenon-133m

3.14E+02

cesium-137

8.24E+01

xenon-135

2.28E+02

strontium-90

5.02E+01

barium-140

1.94E+02

iodine-131

4.87E+01

lanthanum-140

1.83E+02

iodine-132

4.19E+01

tellurium-132

1.39E+02

iodine-135

3.57E+01

iodine-132

1.27E+02

strontium-91

3.30E+01

yttrium-91m

6.03E+01

strontium-92

9.00E+00

yttrium-90m

5.71E+01

iodine-134

1.77E+00

other

5.36E+02

other

0.00E+00

total

2.69E+03

total

6.66E+02

Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant

Ci

barium-139

Ci
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Table 23: Significant Nuclides Collected and Plated Out in Primary Coolant Hot Side
at 25,000 hours with a .00001 Purge Stream Leakage Fraction - Case 5

4.35E+01

Top Ten Activity
Plated Out
in Primary Coolant
strontium-89

2.39E+01

xenon-133

4.17E+01

iodine-133

1.24E+01

xenon-133m

3.14E+01

cesium-137

8.24E+00

xenon-135

2.28E+01

strontium-90

5.02E+00

barium-140

1.94E+01

iodine-131

4.87E+00

lanthanum-140

1.83E+01

iodine-132

4.19E+00

tellurium-132

1.39E+01

iodine-135

3.57E+00

iodine-132

1.27E+01

strontium-91

3.30E+00

yttrium-91m

6.03E+00

strontium-92

9.00E-01

yttrium-90m

5.71E+00

iodine-134

1.77E-01

other

5.36E+01

other

0.00E+00

total

2.69E+02

total

6.66E+01

Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant

Ci

barium-139

Ci

It is recommended that the during vented fuel system design, the maximum
desired activity level in the primary coolant is used to determine the maximum
allowable purge stream leakage fraction. This fraction can then be used as a design
constraint to determine the amount of negative pressure required to operate the HPS.
Due to its direct impact on the safety of the system, the determination of the purge
stream leakage fraction is of crucial importance in the design of a GFR using vented
fuel.
The next uncertainty to be examined was the amount of plateout per pass of an
element present in the primary coolant. The results of Case 6 are shown in Table 24
through Table 27, and reveal that the plateout fraction in the primary coolant has a
relatively small impact on the amount of plateout which occurs in the system as long
as the plateout fraction is large compared to the purge intake fraction. To further
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explain, if the intake fraction for the purge stream is small relative to the plateout
fraction, and if the nuclide is not short-lived, it will eventually plateout whether it
takes just one pass or many passes.
However, changing the plateout fraction in the primary coolant does have an
interesting effect on the distribution of the plated out element. At higher plateout
fractions, an isotope is more likely to plate out closest to the region where it first
entered the primary coolant. This can be seen in Table 24 through Table 27, where at
higher plateout fractions, the relative plateout present between the hot side and the
cold side of the primary coolant increases. The level of plateout in the cold side is
higher due to the flow structure of the model, which transfers fissions products from
the purge stream directly into the primary coolant cold side.
Table 24: Significant Nuclides Collected and Plated Out in Primary Coolant Hot Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 6 - .2 Plateout Fraction
Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant
barium-139

4.35E+02

Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant Plateout
strontium-89

2.26E+02

xenon-133

4.17E+02

iodine-133

1.34E+02

xenon-133m

3.15E+02

cesium-137

7.77E+01

xenon-135

2.28E+02

iodine-132

6.58E+01

barium-140

1.94E+02

iodine-131

4.78E+01

lanthanum-140

1.83E+02

strontium-90

4.73E+01

tellurium-132

1.39E+02

iodine-135

4.46E+01

iodine-132

9.98E+01

strontium-91

3.89E+01

yttrium-91m

5.76E+01

strontium-92

1.27E+01

yttrium-90m

5.70E+01

iodine-134

3.36E-01

other

4.69E+02

other

0.00E+00

total

2.59E+03

total

6.95E+02

Ci

Ci
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Table 25: Significant Nuclides Collected and Plated Out in Primary Coolant Cold Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 6 - .2 Plateout Fraction
Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant
barium-139

4.58E+02

Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant Plateout
strontium-89

2.84E+02

xenon-133

4.19E+02

iodine-133

1.72E+02

xenon-133m

3.17E+02

cesium-137

9.74E+01

cesium-138

2.43E+02

iodine-132

7.67E+01

xenon-135

2.40E+02

iodine-135

6.43E+01

barium-140

1.95E+02

strontium-90

5.93E+01

lanthanum-140

1.84E+02

iodine-131

5.58E+01

tellurium-132

1.41E+02

strontium-91

5.37E+01

barium-142

1.35E+02

iodine-134

3.17E+01

iodine-134

1.25E+02

strontium-92

2.38E+01

other

1.39E+03

other

0.00E+00

total

3.85E+03

total

9.18E+02

Ci

Ci

Table 26: Significant Nuclides Collected and Plated Out in Primary Coolant Hot Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 6 - .3 Plateout Fraction
Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant
barium-139

4.35E+02

Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant Plateout
strontium-89

2.10E+02

xenon-133

4.18E+02

iodine-133

1.30E+02

xenon-133m

3.15E+02

iodine-132

8.04E+01

xenon-135

2.28E+02

cesium-137

7.21E+01

barium-140

1.94E+02

iodine-135

4.58E+01

lanthanum-140

1.83E+02

iodine-131

4.58E+01

tellurium-132

1.39E+02

strontium-90

4.39E+01

iodine-132

8.14E+01

strontium-91

3.91E+01

yttrium-90m

5.66E+01

strontium-92

1.36E+01

yttrium-91m

5.44E+01

iodine-134

1.54E-01

other

4.40E+02

other

0.00E+00

total

2.54E+03

total

6.81E+02

Ci

Ci
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Table 27: Significant Nuclides Collected and Plated Out in Primary Coolant Cold Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 6 - .3 Plateout Fraction
Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant
barium-139

4.58E+02

Top Ten Activity
in Primary Coolant Plateout
strontium-89

3.01E+02

xenon-133

4.19E+02

iodine-133

1.91E+02

xenon-133m

3.18E+02

cesium-137

1.03E+02

cesium-138

2.43E+02

iodine-132

9.80E+01

xenon-135

2.40E+02

iodine-135

7.73E+01

barium-140

1.95E+02

strontium-90

6.29E+01

lanthanum-140

1.84E+02

strontium-91

6.26E+01

tellurium-132

1.41E+02

iodine-131

5.85E+01

barium-142

1.35E+02

iodine-134

3.29E+01

iodine-134

1.25E+02

strontium-92

3.15E+01

other

1.36E+03

other

0.00E+00

total

3.82E+03

total

1.02E+03

Ci

Ci

Because it has little effect on the safety and economy of the system, it is not of
the upmost importance to determine with high certainty the plateout rate of fission
products within the system. This of course relies on the condition that the plate out
fraction per cycle is large relative to the purge stream intake fraction per cycle. It is
important, however, to know whether or not a fission product plates out, as it will
decide its ultimate fate in the system.
Out of the three uncertainties discussed in this section, it can be seen
conceptually that the one with the broadest effect on the system is the fuel release
fraction. The fuel release fraction directly impacts the results of the other two
uncertainties, as well as impacting the necessary size of the purification system.
Without a good grasp on the value of the fuel release fraction for each significant
volatile nuclide, it is not possible to optimize the design for the most economical
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system. It is still possible to design a safe system, though it requires assuming that the
release fraction for all volatile nuclides is one. To understand the impact of this
assumption, the results of Case 7 are demonstrated in Table 28 through Table 30, then
analyzed.
Table 28 Significant Nuclides Collected in First Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 7
First Fission Product Trap Delay: Xe – 600 hr; Kr – 3 hr
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

cesium-135

2.30E+04

barium-139

2.84E+08

barium-139

3.90E+06

barium-138

2.22E+04

iodine-134

3.43E+07

cesium-138

9.65E+05

lanthanum-139

2.00E+04

xenon-135

3.36E+07

iodine-134

9.30E+05

cerium-142

1.88E+04

xenon-138

3.28E+07

lanthanum-142

7.34E+05

cesium-133

1.87E+04

xenon-133m

2.92E+07

lanthanum-140

5.99E+05

cerium-140

1.87E+04

iodine-133

2.87E+07

iodine-132

5.89E+05

cesium-137

1.84E+04

xenon-133

2.82E+07

iodine-133

5.79E+05

praseodymium-141

1.78E+04

lanthanum-142

2.75E+07

xenon-138

5.39E+05

zirconium-92

9.80E+03

tellurium-134

2.70E+07

barium-141

4.99E+05

zirconium-91

8.28E+03

lanthanum-140

2.69E+07

yttrium-92

4.54E+05

other

5.09E+04

other

4.17E+08

other

4.17E+06

total

2.27E+05

total

9.69E+08

total

1.40E+07
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Table 29: Significant Nuclides Collected in Second Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 7
Second Fission Product Trap Delay: Xe – 5000 hr; Kr – 25 hr
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

strontium-88

1.39E+03

krypton-88

3.12E+06

rubidium-88

9.82E+04

rubidium-85

9.66E+02

rubidium-88

3.12E+06

krypton-88

5.38E+04

rubidium-87

7.28E+02

krypton-85m

2.85E+06

krypton-87

3.81E+04

cesium-133

7.21E+02

krypton-87

1.65E+06

krypton-85m

1.43E+04

xenon-133

5.30E+00

xenon-133

1.08E+06

xenon-133

2.74E+03

krypton-85m

3.17E-01

xenon-133m

1.07E+04

xenon-133m

1.47E+01

krypton-88

2.28E-01

krypton-85

3.11E+01

krypton-85

1.27E-01

krypton-85

7.29E-02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

krypton-87

5.34E-02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

rubidium-88

2.36E-02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

other

2.18E-02

other

0.00E+00

other

0.00E+00

total

3.81E+03

total

1.18E+07

total

2.07E+05

Table 30: Significant Nuclides Collected in Third Fission Product Trap
at 25,000 hours - Case 7
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

xenon-134

2.40E+04

krypton-85

1.72E+05

krypton-85

6.99E+02

xenon-136

2.15E+04

krypton-85m

6.09E+04

krypton-85m

3.05E+02

xenon-132

1.58E+04

krypton-88

6.99E+03

rubidium-88

2.20E+02

krypton-86

2.83E+03

rubidium-88

6.99E+03

krypton-88

1.21E+02

xenon-131

2.63E+03

krypton-87

1.65E+00

krypton-87

3.81E-02

krypton-84

1.54E+03

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

krypton-83

8.90E+02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

krypton-85

4.02E+02

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

rubidium-85

5.87E+01

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

strontium-88

3.11E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

N/A

0.00E+00

other

8.07E-03

other

0.00E+00

other

0.00E+00

total

6.97E+04

total

2.46E+05

total

1.34E+03
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By inspecting the data presented in Table 28 through Table 30, it can be seen
that the amount of fission product accumulated in the HPS is higher than calculated in
Case 1 and Case 4, as is expected. To provide a broader scope for the impact of a fuel
release fraction of 1, discussion will focus on comparisons with Case 1. The total mass
accumulated in Case 7 after a 25,000 hr operation time is approximately 300 kg,
compared with 200 kg in Case 1. Additionally, the amount of radioactivity
accumulated in the HPS has increased to 981 MCi and the power generation rate has
increased to 14.2 MW (approximately 2.8% of the reactor’s assumed 500 MWth
operating power). These values can be compared to the values of 76 MCi and 841 kW
calculated in Case 1. The reason for the much higher increase of accumulated activity
and power generation rate relative to accumulated mass is mostly due to the influence
of stable, volatile nuclides, which already had a fuel release fraction of 1 in Case 1 and
comprise the majority of accumulated mass in the system. Among those affected most
by the fuel release fraction were the short-lived nuclides, as they had very small
release fractions in prior cases.
The two main impacts of these results are the increased heat load placed on the
HPS, as well as the increased activity in the primary coolant due to leakage of the
purge stream. First, the very high heat output rate of 14.2 MW makes cooling of the
HPS nearly impossible. Thus, to allow for the construction of a reasonably sized HPS,
the fuel release fraction must be known. Second, since the amount of activity present
in purge stream depends directly upon the fuel release rate, the amount of activity
leaked into the primary coolant can’t be determined, along with the negative system
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pressure required to keep the purge stream leakage fraction at a reasonably low level.
Therefore, due to its direct impact on the safety and economics of the system, the
determination of the fuel release fraction is of crucial importance in the design of a
GFR using vented fuel.
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6

Conclusion
As was previously discussed in the Introduction section, the goal of the present

work was to increase the current understanding of fission product transport in heliumcooled GFRs using vented fuel and to provide a toolset for determining issues which
may arise during normal and abnormal operating conditions. To meet this goal, several
research objectives were defined accordingly:
1. Determine significant fission product transport phenomena present in
helium-cooled GFRs.
2. Develop a model to compute time-dependent inventories of fission
products in the reactor and HPS system for normal and abnormal operating
conditions.
3. Using the developed model, determine design and operational conditions
necessary for the construction of safe and feasible helium-cooled GFRs
using vented fuel.
To meet the first objective, the Theory section of the present thesis discussed
six different significant transport phenomena which affect the transport of fission
products within a helium-cooled GFR plant. These phenomena were:
1. Fission product generation and decay in fuel
2. Volatile fission product chemistry
3. Fission product diffusion and release in fuel
4. Fission product diffusion and leakage through non-fuel components
5. Fission product plateout
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6. Collection of gaseous fission products through adsorption
Where necessary, fundamental equations describing the listed phenomena were
discussed and derivations for the most immediately useful mathematical description
needed for application was provided.
To meet the second objective, a time-dependent fission product transport
model of a helium-cooled GFR plant was developed using the systems modeling
program STELLA. The STELLA model contained analytical equations describing all
applicable phenomena and a system was put together with an aim for flexibility and
completeness.
Lastly, to meet the third objective, the system model was used to test seven
case scenarios, ranging from a completely open system with no HPS, to an attempt at a
system with a slightly optimized HPS. These results revealed that the following design
constraints and considerations are necessary for implementation of vented fuel within
a helium-cooled GFR:
1. The quantity of fission products accumulated in the HPS is likely to be very
large. The system must be designed to accommodate the fission product load
or be regenerated at regular intervals to prevent breakthrough into the primary
coolant from occurring in the last fission product trap.
2. The activity and power generation rate of fission products collected in the HPS
is also very large. Cooling the purge stream to temperatures necessary for the
adsorption of noble gas fission products may present a large power
requirement for the helium-cooled GFR plant. Additionally, extensive
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shielding systems will be required to allow operations and maintenance to
occur in the vicinity of the HPS.
3. Reduction in the quantity of fission products leaving the primary reactor vessel
through the purge stream may present significant improvements to system
safety and economy. Consideration of strategies which reduce the fuel release
rate or trap vented fission products within the primary vessel is recommended.
4. Safety systems will be necessary to prevent overheat and release of the
contents of a HPS in an accident scenario. Use of defense-in-depth strategies to
reduce the impact of a possible release of gaseous fission products is
recommended.
5. Determination of the purge stream leakage rate is of crucial importance for
predicting the level of radioactivity in the primary coolant.
6. Determination of the fuel release rate is of crucial importance for predicting
the level of radioactivity in all areas of the plant and for the design of a safe
and economical HPS.
6.1

Future Work
The work that remains to be completed on this project lies in several distinct

areas. The first is in the determination of parameters which affect the safety and
economy of the helium-cooled GFR plant. These parameters are often specific to the
reactor design they refer to and will require a large amount of experimental study and
analysis to develop an accurate prediction. The diversity of behaviors inherent in the
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fission products produced in nuclear fuel further complicates the determination of
these parameters.
The most important of these parameters to be further evaluated is the fuel release
fraction. As previously discussed, the fuel release fraction for volatile fission product
nuclides has a direct impact on all aspects of the system safety and design. The value
used in the present work is believed to be conservative, but there is much uncertainty
as to what the fuel release fraction would be in high-burnup GFR fuels. Another
parameter which will require further evaluation is the purge stream leakage fraction.
Though the purge stream leakage fraction is very specific to the plant design that it
refers to, research into techniques which would decrease the probability of release of
fission products into the primary coolant would be valuable. One purge stream design
which may be of worthy pursuit is the use of a helium stream which operates
completely separate from the primary coolant, though still at a lower pressure,
allowing a possibly large reduction in the amount of leaked fission products 36.
Another issue of concern that could be addressed in future work is the
development of a more complex and more precise system model of a helium-cooled
GFRs plant utilizing vented fuel. With a more complex and precise model, many more
delay bed arrangements in the HPS could be tested and the plateout distribution in the
primary coolant and behavior of short-lived fission products in the system could be
better understood.
The last issue of concern which requires future work to be done is the impact of
pressure transients on the behavior of the vented fuel system in a helium-cooled GFR.
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Some work has been done on the analysis of pressure transients on a direct cycle
supercritical CO2 plant utilizing vented fuel, but little to none has been done for a
helium-cooled plant. The presence of pressure transients in the vented fuel system
could have a significant impact of the transport of volatile fission products from the
core and throughout the plant. If possible, these pressure transients should be
evaluated in an in-pile fuel test that is also capable a measuring fission product
plateout and adsorption to properly verify analytical models of the system behavior.
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Appendices
APPENDIX A.

Charts of Nuclide Behavior in the Vented Fuel System

1. Case 1: An Ideal System
Table 31: Significant Nuclides Plated Out in Purge Stream
at 25,000 hours – Case 1
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

cesium-135

2.04E+03

strontium-89

4.49E+05

iodine-133

4.80E+03

cesium-137

1.86E+03

iodine-133

2.38E+05

strontium-89

3.98E+03

cesium-133

1.28E+03

cesium-137

1.76E+05

iodine-135

2.62E+03

strontium-90

7.12E+02

iodine-135

1.67E+05

cesium-138

2.54E+03

strontium-88

2.82E+02

strontium-91

1.27E+05

iodine-134

2.51E+03

iodine-129

4.17E+01

strontium-90

1.07E+05

strontium-91

2.03E+03

strontium-89

1.42E+01

iodine-134

9.25E+04

iodine-132

1.98E+03

iodine-127

1.14E+01

strontium-92

8.52E+04

cesium-137

1.23E+03

iodine-131

4.88E-01

iodine-132

7.95E+04

strontium-92

9.65E+02

iodine-133

1.92E-01

iodine-131

6.62E+04

iodine-131

4.47E+02

other

9.29E-02

other

6.61E+04

other

3.47E+02

total

6.25E+03

total

1.65E+06

total

2.34E+04
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Figure 24: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in Purge Stream - Case 1

Figure 25: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 1
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Figure 26: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in Purge Stream - Case 1

Figure 27: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides Plated Out in Purge Stream - Case 1
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2. Case 2: An Open System
Table 32: Significant Nuclides Collected in Primary Coolant Hot Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 2
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

xenon-134

1.20E+04

xenon-133

5.08E+06

barium-139

6.42E+04

barium-138

1.08E+04

barium-139

4.67E+06

lanthanum-140

6.25E+04

xenon-136

1.08E+04

xenon-133m

3.30E+06

cesium-138

5.58E+04

xenon-132

7.94E+03

barium-140

2.80E+06

iodine-132

3.85E+04

samarium-147

3.65E+03

lanthanum-140

2.80E+06

iodine-134

3.45E+04

tellurium-130

3.32E+03

xenon-135

2.32E+06

rubidium-88

1.99E+04

samarium-149

2.04E+03

tellurium-132

1.56E+06

barium-140

1.74E+04

cerium-140

1.95E+03

iodine-132

1.55E+06

xenon-135

1.58E+04

rubidium-87

1.88E+03

cesium-138

1.45E+06

tellurium-133

1.39E+04

krypton-86

1.41E+03

iodine-134

1.27E+06

xenon-133

1.29E+04

other

1.22E+04

other

1.12E+07

other

1.27E+05

total

6.79E+04

total

3.80E+07

total

4.63E+05

Table 33: Significant Nuclides Collected in Primary Coolant Cold Side
at 25,000 hours - Case 2
Top Ten Mass

g

Top Ten Activity

Ci

Top Ten Power

W

xenon-134

1.20E+04

xenon-133

5.07E+06

lanthanum-140

6.25E+04

barium-138

1.08E+04

barium-139

4.44E+06

barium-139

6.10E+04

xenon-136

1.08E+04

xenon-133m

3.28E+06

iodine-132

3.47E+04

xenon-132

7.94E+03

lanthanum-140

2.80E+06

barium-140

1.74E+04

samarium-147

3.65E+03

barium-140

2.80E+06

xenon-135

1.51E+04

tellurium-130

3.32E+03

xenon-135

2.22E+06

xenon-133

1.28E+04

samarium-149

2.04E+03

tellurium-132

1.55E+06

yttrium-92

8.97E+03

cerium-140

1.95E+03

iodine-132

1.39E+06

rubidium-88

8.65E+03

rubidium-87

1.88E+03

yttrium-91

6.39E+05

iodine-133

8.42E+03

krypton-86

1.41E+03

yttrium-91m

5.91E+05

yttrium-90

7.22E+03

other

1.22E+04

other

5.43E+06

other

5.66E+04

total

6.79E+04

total

3.02E+07

total

2.93E+05
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Figure 28: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in PC Cold Side - Case 2

Figure 29: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 2
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Figure 30: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Cold Side - Case 2

Figure 31: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 2
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Figure 32: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Cold Side - Case 2

Figure 33: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 2
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Figure 34: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in PC Cold Side - Case 2

Figure 35: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 2
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Figure 36: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides Plated Out in PC Cold Side - Case 2
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3. Case 3: A Two Region System

Figure 37: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 3

Figure 38: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 3
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Figure 39: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 3

Figure 40: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 3
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4. Case 4: A Delayed Two Region System

Figure 41: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 4

Figure 42: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in Second Fission Product Trap - Case 4
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Figure 43: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 4

Figure 44: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 4
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Figure 45: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in Second Fission Product Trap - Case 4

Figure 46: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 4
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Figure 47: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 4

Figure 48: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in Second Fission Product Trap - Case 4
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Figure 49: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 4
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5. Case 5: Influences of Purge Stream Leakage

Figure 50: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 5
.0001 Purge Stream Leakage Fraction

Figure 51: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 5
.00001 Purge Stream Leakage Fraction
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Figure 52: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 5
.0001 Purge Stream Leakage Fraction

Figure 53: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 5
.00001 Purge Stream Leakage Fraction
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6. Case 6: Influences of Primary Coolant Plateout

Figure 54: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Cold Side - Case 6
.2 Plateout Fraction

Figure 55: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Cold Side - Case 6
.3 Plateout Fraction
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Figure 56: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 6
.2 Plateout Fraction

Figure 57: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in PC Hot Side - Case 6
.3 Plateout Fraction
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Figure 58: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Cold Side - Case 6
.2 Plateout Fraction

Figure 59: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Cold Side - Case 6
.3 Plateout Fraction
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Figure 60: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 6
.2 Plateout Fraction

Figure 61: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides Plated Out in PC Hot Side - Case 6
.3 Plateout Fraction
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7. Case 7: Influences of Fuel Release Fraction

Figure 62: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 7

Figure 63: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in Second Fission Product Trap - Case 7
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Figure 64: Top Ten Mass Accum. Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 7

Figure 65: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 7
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Figure 66: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in Second Fission Product Trap - Case 7

Figure 67: Top Ten Activity Accum. Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 7
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Figure 68: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in First Fission Product Trap - Case 7

Figure 69: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in Second Fission Product Trap - Case 7
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Figure 70: Top Ten Power Generating Nuclides in Third Fission Product Trap - Case 7
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APPENDIX B.

Verification Tests and Records

1. Decays:

Most of the decays which are found in the STELLA model are what I will call
ordinary decays. These ordinary decays work through the definition of radioactive
decay, A=lambda*N. The best way to test these is by filling the previous reservoir
(N) and letting it decay over time:
- CC Trapping
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- CC trapped = 100
- Final
- CC trapped = 49.89
- CC trapped decayed = 50.11
- FFPT Trapping
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- FFPT Trapped = 100
- Final
- FFPT Trapped = 49.89
- FFPT Trapped Decayed = 50.11
- MS Sieving
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- MS Sieved = 100
- Final
- MS Sieved = 49.89
- MS Sieved Decayed = 50.11
- SFPT Trapping
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
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- dt = 1 hour
- SFPT Trapped = 100
- Final
- SFPT Trapped = 49.89
- SFPT Trapped Decayed = 50.11
- PCHS Decaying
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = 100
- To PCCS Switch = 0
- Final
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = 49.89
- PCHS Decayed = 50.11
- PCHS Plateout Decaying
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- PCHS Plated Out = 100
- Final
- PCHS Plated Out = 49.89
- PCHS Plated Out Decayed = 50.11
- PCCS Decaying
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Primary Coolant Cold Side = 100
- To PCHS Valve = 0
- Final
- Primary Coolant Cold Side = 49.89
- PCCS Decayed = 50.11
- PCCS Plateout Decaying
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- PCCS Plated Out = 100
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- Final
- PCCS Plated Out = 49.89
- PCCS Plated Out Decayed = 50.11
- ICPS Plateout Decaying
- Initial
- decay constant = .00693 inverse hours
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- ICPS Plated Out = 100
- Final
- ICPS Plated Out = 49.89
- ICPS Plated Out Decayed = 50.11
Fuel Decay is unique because it depends on the nuclide generation rate and the fuel
release rate to determine the fuel decay rate. The fuel release rate must be set to 0 to
cause all generated nuclides to decay. If we use a fission rate of 1 fission per hour and
run the program for 100 hours, then the amount decayed should be 100 atoms.
- Fuel Decaying
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Final
- Fuel Decayed = 100
The delay beds (FFPT Delayed Decayed and SFPT Delayed Decayed) are also unique
in that they calculate the amount of fission product decayed based on the input delay
time. Since they depend upon the flow rates, fission products must be released from
the fuel and travel to the delay beds where they are stopped. If the delay bed is set to
delay the atoms for 100 hours and the valve to the next component is shut off, the half
should decay, and half should build up in the specified delay section.
- FFPT Decaying
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- Decay Constant = .00693
- To MS Valve = 0
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- FFPT Delay Time = 100 hours
- Final
- FFPT Delay = 49.51
- FFPT Delayed Decayed = 49.49
- SFPT Decaying
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- Decay Constant = .00693
- To Primary Coolant = 0
- SFPT Delay Time = 100 hours
- Final
- SFPT Delay = 49.01
- SFPT Delayed Decayed = 48.99
2. Plateouts, Traps, and Leakages:

Most of the plateout and trap rates within the STELLA model are modeled by the
product of the input flow rate and the plateout or trap fraction. In order to test for their
proper operation, a flow must be present in the system. To test each plateout and trap
rate, a flow will travel to the desired component and fraction will be tested.
- ICPS Plated Out
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- Decay Constant = .00693
- To Fission Product Removal Valve = 0
- ICPS Plateout Fraction = .5
- Final
- In Core Purge Stream = 50.50
- ICPS Plated Out = 49.50
- ICPS Leaking
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
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- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- Decay Constant = .00693
- To Fission Product Removal Valve = 0
- ICPS Leakage Fraction = .5
- To PCHS Valve = 0
- To Fission Product Removal Valve = 0
- Final
- In Core Purge Stream = 50.50
- Primary Coolant Cold Side = 49.50
- FFPT Trapped
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- To FFPT Delay Valve = 0
- FFPT Trapping Fraction = .5
- Final
- First FP Trap = 49.50
- FFPT Trapped = 49.50
- In Core Purge Stream = 1.00
- MS Sieved
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- To SFPT Valve = 0
- MS Sieving Fraction = .5
- Final
- Molecular Sieve = 50.00
- MS Sieved = 49.00
- In Core Purge Stream = 1.00

- SFPT Trapped
- Initial
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- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction = 1
- To SFPT Delay Valve = 0
- SFPT Trapping Fraction = .5
- Final
- SFPT Trapped = 49.00
- Second FP Trap = 49.00
- Molecular Sieve = 1.00
- In Core Purge Stream = 1.00
Flows leaving the Primary Coolant are modeled differently than flows in other parts of
the system. The reason for this is mainly for preventing circular logic from occurring
in the system due to the dependence most flows on their inlet. Additionally, it allows
flows to continue in the system even when there are no fission products being
produced in the reactor core. To test flows connected directly to the primary coolant, it
will be loaded with an initial value, then allowed to move in the system.
Because of the modeling methodology in the primary coolant, the plateout fraction
will incur every time step (equivalent to a pass. To insure this is the case, the length of
the simulation will only be 2 time steps.
- PCHS Plated Out
- Initial
- length of simulation = 2 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- To PCCS Valve = 0
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = 100
- PCHS Plateout Fraction per pass= .5
- Final
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = 25.00
- PCHS Plated Out = 75.00
- PCCS Plated Out
- Initial
- length of simulation = 2 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- To PCHS Valve = 0
- Primary Coolant Cold Side = 100
- PCCS Plateout Fraction per pass= .5
- Final
- Primary Coolant Cold Side = 25.00
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- PCCS Plated Out = 75.00
Since the Primary Coolant should work on a "per pass" basis, a test should be done to
insure that this is the case. After 1000 hours, all of the atoms should be plated out
approximately the same on each side with a "per pass" fraction of .005.
- PCHS and PCCS Plated Out
- Initial
- length of simulation = 1000 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = 100
- PCHS Plateout Fraction per pass= .005
- PCCS Plateout Fraction per pass= .005
- Final
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = .67
- PCHS Plated Out = 49.79
- PCCS Plated Out = 49.54
Finally, the flows leaving the Primary Coolant can be tested
- ICPS Intake Rate
- Initial
- length of simulation = 1 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Primary Coolant Cold Side = 100
- ICPS Intake Fraction = 1
- To PCHS Valve = 0
- Final
- In Core Purge Stream = 100
- CC Trapping Fraction
- Initial
- length of simulation = 1 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Primary Coolant Hot Side = 100
- CC Intake Fraction = 1
- CC Trapping Fraction = .5
- To FFPT Valve = 0
- Final
- Chemical Cleanup = 50.0
- CC Trapped = 50.0
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3. Rates adjusted to account for Precursor Decay Rate:

Fuel Decay Rate 2 - changed
Fuel Release Rate 2 - changed
ICPS Leaving Rate 2 - changed
ICPS Plateout Rate 2 - changed
ICPS Leakage Rate 2 - changed
FFPT Leaving Rate 2 - changed
FFPT Trapping Rate 2 - changed
MS Leaving Rate 2 - changed
MS Sieving Rate 2 - changed
SFPT Leaving Rate 2 - changed
SFPT Trapping Rate 2 - changed
CC Leaving Rate 2 - changed
CC Trapping Rate 2- changed
Now that units have checked out, It is time to begin testing. All of the rated changed
above need to be retested for the second nuclide system.
For the fuel precursor, decay is dependent upon the fuel release fraction. If that is set
to 0, all incoming precursors should decay directly to fuel.
- Fuel Precursor Decaying 2
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Fission Rate = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction = 1 atom per fission
- Final
- Fuel Decayed = 100
- Fuel Decayed 2 = 100
To test the non-fuel rates listed above, a decay rate and a flow will be used. This will
test the flow due to decay and the flow from the previous component simultaneously.
- ICPS Plateout Rate 2 ***test 1***
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
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- dt = 1 hour
- Decay Constant 1 = .693 inverse hours
- Fission Rate 2 = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction 2 = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction 2 = 1
- To Fission Product Removal Valve 2 = 0
- ICPS Plateout Fraction 2 = .5
- ICPS Plated Out = 100
- Final
- ICPS Plated Out 2 = 64.85
- ICPS Plated Out Decayed = 100
- In Core Purge Stream 2 = 135.15
*****So what we see here is an error created due to the short half-life of the precursor
(1 hr) and the length of dt (1hr). Investigation of the integration methods provided in
STELLA proved that use of the Runge-Kutta 4 integration method yielded the best
results. From here out it will be the prefered method of integration. Additionally,
increasing the half-life to a ratio half-life to dt of 10 to 1 proved to remove any
additional significant error*****
- ICPS Plateout Rate 2 ***test 2***
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Decay Constant 1 = .0693 inverse hours
- Fission Rate 2 = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction 2 = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction 2 = 1
- To Fission Product Removal Valve 2 = 0
- ICPS Plateout Fraction 2 = .5
- ICPS Plated Out = 100
- Final
- ICPS Plated Out = .1
- ICPS Plated Out 2 = 98.65
- ICPS Plated Out Decayed = 99.9
- In Core Purge Stream 2 = 101.25
- FFPT Trapping Rate 2
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Decay Constant 1 = .0693 inverse hours
- Fission Rate 2 = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction 2 = 1 atom per fission
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- Fuel Release Fraction 2 = 1
- To FFPT Delay Valve 2 = 0
- FFPT Trapping Fraction 2 = .5
- FFPT Trapped = 100
- Final
- FFPT Trapped = .1
- FFPT Trapped 2 = 98.5
- FFPT Trapped Decayed = 99.9
- First FP Trap = 100.4
- MS Sieving Rate 2
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Decay Constant 1 = .0693 inverse hours
- Fission Rate 2 = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction 2 = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction 2 = 1
- To SFPT Valve 2 = 0
- MS Sieving Fraction 2 = .5
- MS Sieved 2 = 100
- Final
- In Core Purge Stream 2 = 1
- Molecular Sieve 2 = 97.95
- MS Sieved = .1
- MS Sieved 2 = 99.95
- MS Sieved Decayed = 99.9
- SFPT Trapping Rate 2
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Decay Constant 1 = .0693 inverse hours
- Fission Rate 2 = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction 2 = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction 2 = 1
- To SFPT Delay Valve 2 = 0
- SFPT Trapping Fraction 2 = .5
- SFPT Trapped = 100
- Final
- First FP Trap 2 = 1
- In Core Purge Stream 2 = 1
- Second FP Trap 2 = 97.95
- SFPT Trapped = .1
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- SFPT Trapped 2 = 99.95
- SFPT Trapped Decayed = 99.9
- CC Trapping Rate 2
- Initial
- length of simulation = 100 hours
- dt = 1 hour
- Decay Constant 1 = .0693 inverse hours
- Fission Rate 2 = 1 fission per hour
- Design Yield Fraction 2 = 1 atom per fission
- Fuel Release Fraction 2 = 1
- To FFPT Valve 2 = 0
- CC Trapping Fraction 2 = .5
- CC Trapped = 100
- CC Intake Fraction 2 = 1
- Final
- CC Trapped = .1
- CC Trapped 2 = 98.45
- CC Trapped Decayed = 99.9
- Chemical Cleanup 2 = 98.45
- First FP Trap 2 = 1
- In Core Purge Stream 2 = 1
- Primary Coolant Hot Side 2 = 1

